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Summary

Instance matching (IM) is the process of matching instances across Knowledge Bases

(KBs) that refer to the same real-world object (eg, the same person in two different

KBs). Several approaches in the literature were developed to perform this process

using different algorithmic techniques and search strategies. In this article, we aim to

provide the rationale for IM and to survey the existing algorithms for performing this

task. We begin by identifying the importance of such a process and define it formally.

We also provide a new classification of these approaches depending on the “source of

evidence,” which can be considered as the context information integrated explicitly or

implicitly in the IM process. We survey and discuss the state-of-the-art IM methods

regarding the context information. We, furthermore, describe and compare different

state-of-the-art IM approaches in relation to several criteria. Such a comprehensive

comparative study constitutes an asset and a guide for future research in IM.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The linked open data (LOD) includes several resource description framework (RDF) knowledge bases (KBs) expressed by ontologies from various

domains such as geography, biology, and so on.1 These KBs are interlinked by typed links between the resources (entities or instances), denoted

by uniform resource identifiers (URIs), that compose them. They permit to describe the relationships among these resources, allowing intelligent

agents to navigate between KBs as if they operated a local integrated database. As a result, a richer and more enriched information is provided in

response.

The majority of typed links are identity links.2 By convention, an identity link is defined between two resources by the property owl:sameAs. It

expresses that both resources refer to the same real-world object (co-referent).

KBs emerging in LOD are often created independently of each other. They may contain resources (with overlap descriptions) that are

co-referring, but not explicitly defined. Each KB then becomes an island of isolated information. According to Reference 3, only 56% of the LOD KBs

are linked. In this context, LOD can be seen as a (partial) alignment over many different KBs. Thus, smart agents would not be able to use them to

take advantage of the wealth of information in the linked data. Linking co-referencing instances withowl:sameAs allows KBs to complement each

other. This problem is the so-called Instance Matching (IM).

Example 1. Figure 1 shows two distinct descriptions (given in two RDF graphs) for the famous soccer player “Lionel Messi.” The aim of the IM

process is to detect that the two descriptions are identical or closely related (ie, strong similarity degree) and eventually link them through an identity

link owl:sameAs.

In general, any IM method can be seen as a two-pass approach. The first pass generates a set of potential co-referent pairs (ie, candidates) based

on some criteria called blocking keys.4 The methods implementing the first pass are called indexing methods. Indexing is also referred to as blocking

in the literature. They are out of the scope and they are not covered in this article (for more details, we refer the reader to References 5-7). The
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F I G U R E 1 An illustrative example of the instance matching process. Two graphs in two different KBs are given to describe the soccer player
“Lionel Messi.” In these graphs, URIs are preceded by “:,” blank nodes by “_:” and literals are enclosed in quotation marks. The images are given for

simplicity and clarity of the example. In reality, each is given through a URI

second pass is to apply the IM algorithm on these generated candidates. Indexing methods serve two purposes. First, the search space is reduced by

eliminating the unnecessary pairwise comparisons between instances that are unlikely to be matches. Thus, the number of pairwise comparisons to

be performed by the IM algorithm will be minimized. Second, the candidate pair set should cover all the possible instance pairs that can logically be

matched. These two purposes constitute a trade-off for any pruning techniques (ie, indexing methods).

Several categorizations of the existing IM approaches have already been defined.8 Some studies categorize them into supervised and unsu-

pervised approaches.9,10 Supervised approaches need training data and sometimes require the intervention of a domain expert (ie, oracle). Unsu-

pervised approaches use knowledge declared in an ontology or provided by an oracle. Depending on the degree of the expert's intervention in

the IM task, some studies classify IM approaches into automated and semiautomated.11-13 Other studies categorize them into domain-dependent

and domain-independent approaches.11-15 An IM approach is called domain-dependent when it deals with KBs related to a specific domain (eg,

music domain). Otherwise, it is called domain-independent. Another categorization is schema-dependent and schema-independent16 approaches.

When the IM relies on the existence of a fixed schema is required, the approach is then called schema-dependent. Whereas, when the

approach does not rely on that information, it is called schema-independent. Other studies categorize existing IM approaches into local

and global approaches.17-19 Local approaches are property matching dependent; they align the properties from two KBs which have similar

semantics. These properties are then used to compare two instances from these two KBs. So, each pair of instances is explored indepen-

dently. In global approaches, the properties and relations are exploited to propagate the discovered identity links to help in discovering other

co-referents.

Contributions: In this article, we present several IM approaches. Our main contribution is to categorize these approaches based on their use

of context. We consider as Context any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an instance.20 This information plays a promi-

nent role in the performance of an IM approach. It provides an additional evidence to match two instances. Thus, we define the context to be a

synonym to the environment, where the latter can be external, neighborhood, or domain. To the best of our knowledge, the literature lacks any

study that views the IM approaches through the angle of the different kinds of context like the one we are presenting. Indeed, in the literature,

the context is only limited to neighbor instances, which is equivalent in this case to our definition of the neighborhood environmental context

(detailed later).
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Outline. The article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we define the RDF data model. Section 3 describes the IM problem, its challenges, and

its general pipeline. In Section 4, we present the methodology of our survey. In Sections 5 and 6, we describe the context-free and context-dependent

approaches, respectively. In Section 7, we compare these approaches according to several features. We also consider the published performance

evaluation of several approaches on benchmark datasets from the IM track of the Ontology Evaluation Alignment Initiative (OAEI). In Section 8, we

identify the existing challenges for the IM task, we propose some solutions to tackle them, and we discuss the remaining open challenges for future

research on IM. A concluding section is given in Section 9.

2 RDF DATA MODEL

The RDF data model21 represents the descriptions of the resources (ie, instances and concepts) by RDF expressions, called statements,* in the form

<subject, predicate, object>. Asubject can be a URI or a blank node. The latter represents an anonymous resource. An object can be

a URI, a blank node, or a basic value (eg, a string, a date, an integer, etc.). Apredicate allows to model a relationship between thesubject and the

object. When the object is a URI, the predicate is called an object-type property, and when it is a basic value it is called a data-type property.1

Formally:

Definition 1 (Statement). A statement t1 is the smallest irreducible representation for linking one object s to another object o or a literal l via a

predicate p. Formally: t =< s, p, o > where s ∈  ∪ , p ∈  and o ∈  ∪  ∪ .

Definition 2 (RDF knowledge graph). An RDF knowledge graph is a set of facts in the form <subject, predicate, object>∈ ( ∪ ) ×  ×
( ∪  ∪ ), where  is the set of instances,  is the set of blank nodes,  is the set of predicates, and  is the set of literals (basic values).

Alternatively, an RDF knowledge graph is a labeled multi-digraph G = (V, E), where V is the set of nodes (including URIs and literals), and E is the

set of edges which are URIs corresponding to predicates. Figure 1 shows an example of two RDF knowledge graphs.

Definition 3 (RDF instance). The RDF term rdf:type1 is used for stating that a resource is an instance of a given class. Formally, the triple <s, rdf:type,

C> declares that the URI s (which can appear as a subject or as an object in other triples) is an instance of the class C.

An RDF knowledge graph can adhere or not to a specific ontology. In both cases, it can be expressed by an RDF syntax. We recall here that knowl-

edge graph is a specific type of KBs where the contained data is expressed in a graph format of resources (eg, instances) and semantic relationships.

In the rest of the article, we write KB or KG, interchangeably (respectively, property, relation) to shortly refer to RDF knowledge graph (respectively,

data-type property, object-type property).1

Example 2. In Figure1, the property:award in the triple <:Lionel_Messi, :award, “Ballon d'Or”> is a data-type property since it defines the

literal value of the subject “:Lionel_Messi.” Indeed, the property :cityOfBirth, which links the subject “:Lionel_Messi” to another resource

(ie, URI) “:Rosario,” is called object-type property. Finally, the property “:PlayFor” connects “:Lionel_Messi” to the unnamed resource (ie,

blank node) “_:b1.”

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT: IM

IM is the problem of identifying instances that co-refer to the same object of the real world. It can be seen as a process of building identity links

between the co-referent instances residing in two KBs. Formally:

Definition 4 (Instance matching). Given two sets of instances and  belonging to two KBs (KB1 and KB2), the aim of IM is to discover the setof

identity links owl:sameAs, according to a chosen identity criterion, which are not already defined in the KBs. Formally, = {(i1, i2)|(i1, i2) ∈  ×  , <

i1, owl:sameAs, i2 >} where  ̸KB1 ∪ KB2.

It is important to note that the IM task is different from the ontology alignment (OA) problem. The latter seeks to find a mapping between

the concepts and properties of two ontologies, while the mission of the former is to determine the mapping between the instances of these

ontologies. The majority of IM approaches exploit either the correspondences between the elements of the two ontologies or use their com-

mon elements. These correspondences are determined either manually by an expert or automatically via an alignment tool. Even if the two KBs

conform to the same ontology, the identity link detection problem remains an important issue to be solved. IM and OA are considered as two

*Statement is also known as triple. In this article, they are interchangeably used.
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Instance Matching challenges

ScalabilityHeterogeneity

LogicalStructuralValue

F I G U R E 2 Different challenges in an IM process

interrelated problems, they are neither necessary nor sufficient to solve each other. In Section 3.1, we describe the challenges related to the

IM task.

3.1 IM challenges

IM is not a trivial task. The core challenge of IM is related to the existing heterogeneity between the compared KBs. The authors in Reference 22

categorize this heterogeneity according to three aspects: value, structural, and logical. Besides the heterogeneity aspect challenge, we add (see

Figure 2) another aspect: scalability. In the following, we outline all the mentioned aspects.

3.1.1 Heterogeneity challenges

Value heterogeneity

This aspect represents the values of the predicates. Several types of heterogeneity may exist at this level:

• Multilingual. The value of similar predicates can be expressed in different natural languages. For example, in Figure 1, the values of the property

:award in both given graphs have the same meaning. Comparing these values using any string similarity metric results in a low similarity value. To

solve such heterogeneity, few approaches for automatic cross-lingual data linking23-25 are proposed. Google† Translator API and Bing‡ Translator

API are, respectively, used by References 25 and 23 to translate the instance descriptions into the same language. BabelNet26 multilingual lexicon

is integrated in Reference 24 to bridge the gap between the islands of monolingual KBs. The quality of IM task in such approaches depends on

the quality of translations between the multiple languages of the input KBs.27 Recently, embedding-based models, focusing only on structural

information, encode instances and relations of the KBs into the same (or different) vector space.28-32 As a result, no machine translation is needed

between cross-lingual KBs.

• Data format. The data format denotes the textual variation (ie, acronyms, abbreviations, etc.) of the predicates' values. For example, in Figure 1,

the name of the player is given in a full version (“Lionel Andrés Messi”) in the first KB and in abbreviation (“L.A.Messi”) in the second KB. Another

example of abbreviation can be observed in the values of the :weight property (ie, kg and lb). To maximize the similarity value between the

two descriptions, approaches like in References 33-36 can be applied as a preprocessing step to generate the full form of an abbreviation or an

acronym. In addition, textual variations can include the semantic deviation. In Figure 1, the sport type in both descriptions is described using

synonym values (ie, footballer, soccer player). Thus, to solve such heterogeneity, external resources (eg, WordNet,37 Wikipedia, word2vec,38 etc.)

can be applied to assess the semantic similarity between the predicates' values.

• Data quality. The Web of data is by nature an open and unrestricted information environment.39 Everyone can publish data without any control

on the data quality, which may raises several concerns:

⚬ Ignoring LOD principles. The LOD principles suggest the reuse of existing instance identifiers (ie, URIs) rather than the creating of new ones. In

Figure 1, when defining the descriptions for the real-world instance (ie, Messi) in both graphs, the same URI is recommended to be reused.

⚬ Inconsistency. Values of the same properties in two similar descriptions can hold conflicting data. For example, DBpedia identifies the

population of Montreal as 1 649 519, while it is 1 600 000 according to Geonames.

⚬ Incompleteness. This results from the fact that similar descriptions carry partial data for a similar property. For example, in Figure 1, the property

:team specifies different subset values in the both descriptions.

† http://code.google.com/apis/ajaxlanguage/

‡ http://datamarket.azure.com/dataset/bing/microsofttranslator

http://code.google.com/apis/ajaxlanguage/
http://datamarket.azure.com/dataset/bing/microsofttranslator
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F I G U R E 3 Example of outdated facts (Source: Reference 40)

⚬ Incorrectness. The incorrectness simply refers to the data typographical errors.

⚬ Outdated data. The compared KBs can include “correct” data taken at different time periods. As a result, the dissimilarity between similar

descriptions may increase. For example, in Figure 3, Li Ding has two descriptions: one at Stanford University, where he was working several

years ago, and another more recent description indicating his new appointment at RPI. So even if we succeed to link these two descriptions,

wrong information can be generated when we integrate them. This information reflects that Li Ding is a “Research Scientist” at Stanford

University, which has never been the case.

Structural heterogeneity

This aspect represents the heterogeneity at the schema (ie, ontology) level. For example:

• Vocabulary heterogeneity. A large number of vocabularies are designed to be used by the data publishers. Indeed, the KBs are generally created

independently. Thus, the same information can be expressed using different vocabularies in different KBs. In Figure 1, the name of the player is

given by foaf:name in the first graph and by rds:label in the second graph. In order to solve this type of heterogeneity, ontology matching

tools can be used before the IM task or by coupling the ontology and the IM tasks together.

• Predicate level. This kind of heterogeneity is related to the different ways the predicate is used to model an information. In Figure 1, the date of

birthday is given by a chain of predicates in the left hand RDF graph, while it is represented by a one data-type property in the right hand RDF

graph. In addition, this subcategory includes the different kind of predicates used to represent an information. Again, in Figure 1, the country

of birth is given by relation (ie, object-type predicate) in the left hand RDF graph, meanwhile it is given by an attribute predicate (ie, data-type

predicate) in the other given RDF graph.

• Predicate granularity. This type of heterogeneity results from the use of different aggregation criteria for predicates representation. In Figure 1,

three properties (ie, :day, :month, :year) are used to represent the date of birthday, while the latter is merged and given as a one piece of

information in the right hand RDF graph.

Logical heterogeneity

This aspect carries out the concept hierarchical variation to which instances belong to. Co-referent pairs can be instantiated in different ways within

the RDF graphs to be compared. For example, they can belong to subclasses of the same super-class without changing their interpretation. On the

contrary, instances can be instantiated from disjoint classes (ie, different interpretations). Thus, even if two instances possess co-related (ie, high sim-

ilarity value) descriptions, they should not be reported as co-referents. Indeed, properties of heterogeneity belong to this level of heterogeneity. A

reasoning step on properties is required to infer the equivalence between two values. Two instances:player1and:player2 referring to the same

real world entity can have two properties that are semantically reversed (ie, the propertiesleadOfandhasLeader). In this case, these two proper-

ties from two different datasets convey the same information as depicted in the following example: <:player1, leadOf, ∼BarceloneFc∼>
in KB1;<:club2, hasLeader, :player2> and<:club2, hasClubName, ∼BarceloneFc∼> in KB2. Here, the instance comparison pro-

cess has to go beyond the value and property levels by comparing an explicitly specified value and an implicitly specified one between the two

entities.

3.1.2 Scalability challenge

In recent years, the amounts and availability of openly accessed data have witnessed an impressive growth. Combined with the advances in algo-

rithmic techniques for information extraction, this has facilitated the design and structuring of information, giving rise to large-scale KBs in a “Big

Data” context. In the IM process, the large amount of instances to be processed in these large-scale KBs can be very costly. Several hours or even

days can be required to accomplish this process.41 As a result, besides the qualitative challenges that the classic IM approaches should face, addi-

tional quantitative and scalability challenges are introduced. To solve these challenges, two opportunities can be pursued. (i) Indexing (ie, blocking)

techniques can be used to reduce the search space. Such techniques split instances into blocks (that may overlap) and execute the matching process
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for the instances only within the same block they lie in. (ii) Parallel and distributed programming models (such as Spark,42 and Map-Reduce43) consti-

tute another (complementary) technique that can be used to improve the scalability of the matching process. Indeed, their distributed architectures

permit to partition the IM process into several matching tasks that could be executed in parallel across several servers (also called nodes or workers).

3.2 IM pipeline

IM pipeline consists of three main steps: pre-processing, matching algorithm, and post-processing. In the following, we describe briefly each step

(for more detailed, we refer the reader to References 8,44,45).

3.2.1 Pre-processing

This step improves the quality of the data in the input KBs to be comparable and more usable. Possible transformations on the properties and their

contents can be applied so that they have a uniform format and structure. For example, removing unwanted characters (eg, comma, semicolon, etc.)

and stop-words, correcting spelling errors, and the segmentation of predicates containing several pieces of information into several other predicates

or vice versa (eg, the address predicate can be transformed into several predicates: street, postal code, etc.). In addition, external linguistic resources

(eg, BabelNet, WordNet,37 etc.) can be integrated to resolve the multilingual problem.

This phase also includes the orthogonal step to the IM process which is the indexing. Remember that the indexing step allows to speed up the

IM process by reducing the brute force pairwise alignment between the input KBs' instances, which is equal to || × | |. Therefore, this step is

very helpful, especially for large-scale IM task because it is illogical to check all pairs of instances. To evaluate an indexing approach and estimate its

effectiveness, three metrics are considered: reduction ratio, pairs completeness, and pairs quality.46-49 Pairs completeness and pairs quality require

that the set of the true match instance pairs (ie, identity information or ground truth), for instance, pairs must be available in the test KBs.

Let , ,, andbe the set of source KB, target KB, instance pairs (ie, candidates) produced by the indexing approach, and the true co-referents

between the source and target KBs, respectively.

Definition 5 (Reduction ratio). The reduction ratio (RR) metric measures the relative reduction in the number of instance pairs to be compared.

RR is defined as:

RR = 1 − ||

|| × | |
. (1)

RR takes values in the interval [0,1], where a higher value means a higher reduction in the number of comparisons.

Definition 6 (Pairs completeness). The pairs completeness (PC) metric measures how many of the true matches are in the candidate set versus

those in the ground truth (ie, true matches between  and  ). PC is defined as:

PC = | ∩|

||
. (2)

where | ∩ | is the number of true co-referents in the set of the candidates produced by the indexing approach. PC takes values in [0,1],
where a higher value means that the considered indexing approach have placed the duplicate instance pairs in the same block. Optimizing both PC

and RR can achieve the objectives behind the blocking methods. First, it can minimize the number of detailed comparisons in the matching step (ie,

second pass). Second, the set of generated candidates will covers as much as possible the true co-referents.

Definition 7 (Pairs quality). The pairs quality (PQ) metric measures the proportion of true matches from the selected candidates. PQ is defined as:

PQ = | ∩|

||
. (3)

PQ takes values in [0,1], where a higher value means that the considered blocking method does not lose a lot of the true positive matches

(i.e.,co-referents).

Two kinds of benchmark datasets are usually used to evaluate the performance of the IM process: real and synthetic. The latter provides a

rigorous gold standard since it is automatically constructed from small size datasets. As a result, this kind of benchmarks permits a precise evaluation

of the IM process. The real benchmarks are based on large-scale KBs. Identifying the complete and the correct gold standard in these benchmarks

is very hard and the corresponding gold standard is generally prone to errors.
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3.2.2 Matching

The purpose of this step is to determine the status (“match” or “nonmatch”) of the candidate pairs generated in the previous step according to an

identity criterion. In Sections 5 and 6, we will describe the state-of-the-art approaches for IM. In fact, each generated link l = (e1, e2) ∈  ×  by an

IM approach is:

• True positive (TP): The instances e1 and e2 are already true matches (ie, l ∈ ).

• False positive (FP): The instances e1 and e2 are false matches (ie, l ∉ ).

Indeed, a true match that is not discovered (ie, inferred) by an IM approach (ie, missed) is the so-called false negative (FN). Three known metrics

are widely used to assess the effectiveness of an IM algorithm, namely, precision, recall, and F-measure.

Definition 8 (Precision). Precision measures the performance of an IM algorithm by filtering the incorrect links. Precision is defined as:

Precision = |TP|
|TP| + |FP|

. (4)

In fact, the more the precision is high, the more the applied IM algorithm is accurate in inferring the co-referents.

Definition 9 (Recall). Recall measures the performance of an IM algorithm by generating the correct links. Recall is defined as:

Recall = |TP|
|TP| + |FN|

. (5)

The more the recall is high, the more the IM algorithm will captures all the identity links in the gold standard.

Definition 10 (F-measure). F-measure is the harmonic mean of the precision and the recall. F-measure is defined as:

F𝛽 = (1 + 𝛽2) × Precision × Recall
𝛽2 × Precision + Recall

. (6)

F-measure captures the trade-off between precision and recall. When 𝛽 = 1, F-measure is known by F1-score or simply F-score.

3.2.3 Post-processing

Sometimes, the generated set of identity links can contain erroneous owl:sameAs. Thus, the post-processing step refines this set to avoid incon-

sistencies. For that purpose, data patterns can be inferred or applied to detect the erroneous owl:sameAs. Functionality and inverse functionality

property restrictions represent two examples of such patterns.50 For example, when linking two movies in related KBs, most aligned movies have

the same release date and an overlapping set of actors. Thus, if two aligned movies violate these patterns, then they are more likely to be wrong.

Existing approaches to detect invalid owl:sameAs can be used in this context.40,51-56

4 SURVEY METHODOLOGY

In this section, we follow the guidelines and methodologies used in References 57 and 58 for conducting our systematic review on IM approaches.

4.1 Related surveys

The problem of IM has well been studied in the literature. This problem is referred to, in the databases community, by several keywords such as

“entity resolution,” “co-reference resolution,” “merge-purge,” “data deduplication,” “instance identification,” “entity matching,” and so on. Indeed,

several surveys were published on this problem. Reference 59 surveyed the entity resolution approaches and introduced a new term, “effi-

cacy,” for discussing the power of these approaches. Reference 60 presented a detailed analysis of the duplicate record detection approaches,

including techniques to match record fields, techniques for improving the efficiency and scalability of duplicate detection algorithms, industrial
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tools, and a brief discussion of open problems for this task. Reference 61 surveyed only works that rely on a similarity function when exe-

cuting the entity resolution process. Reference 62 provided an overview of 11 frameworks for entity matching and their evaluations. It also

studied how the corresponding approaches can be combined within a unified matching strategy. The authors stated that their comparison of cri-

teria enables to categorize and compare more frameworks. Reference 63 provided a comprehensive empirical study that evaluates the quality

of the clustering algorithms used in entity resolution approaches. This study proposed and showed that the Markov clustering can be applied

for duplicate detection and it is among the most accurate and efficient algorithms for such task. Reference 64 focused on sources of uncer-

tainty in the entity resolution process. Reference 65 discussed both the practical aspects and theoretical bases of the entity resolution problem

as well as the existing tools developed in academia and industry, current challenges, and open research directions for this problem. Reference

66 surveyed entity resolution approaches mainly based on parallel solutions along with challenges and potential solutions and further research

directions for parallel entity resolution. All the above surveys focused mainly on cases of structured data in data warehouse settings (relational

tuples, records, XML). In the community of semantic web, “reference reconciliation,” “entity linkage,” “data linking,” “object co-reference resolu-

tion,” “instance matching,” and so on, are all the terms used to refer to the same problem mentioned above. Reference 44 surveyed the existing

approaches from a global perspective according to three main steps: pre-processing, IM, and post-processing. Reference 67 derived a generic

architecture of ten “Link Discovery” frameworks. The authors compared their features and evaluated their performances. In contrast, the aim

of our survey is to provide a comprehensive overview on works for IM specifically developed for the semantic web field, their advantages, and

drawbacks.

4.2 Search strategy

We start our systematic review by selecting a set of articles mainly focusing on the IM problem in the field of semantic web. Thus, to cover as much

as possible of the existing articles, we formulate a search query based on the different terms used to refer to the IM problem (extracted mainly from

surveys) in this field. The used query is the following:

• (data reconciliation OR entity linkage OR data linking OR object co-reference resolution OR instance matching OR interlinking OR owl:sameAs OR identity

link) AND (Semantic Web OR Web of Data OR Linked Data)

This query is executed against the following five scientific digital libraries:

• ACM Digital Library.

• IEEE Xplore Digital Library.

• SpringerLink.

• ScienceDirect.

• Scopus.

4.3 Paper selection criteria

A pertinent article to our survey must verify the following inclusion and exclusion criteria:

• Paper Inclusion Criteria

⚬ Including only articles written in English.

⚬ Including only articles published between 2008 and 2019.

⚬ Including articles focusing on the IM problem.

• Paper Exclusion Criteria

⚬ Counting each article belonging to more than one digital library only once.

⚬ Excluding articles that are extended abstracts and conference summarizes.

⚬ Excluding survey papers.
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⚬ Excluding articles focusing on indexing techniques.

⚬ Excluding articles that not focus on IM in the semantic web field.

4.4 Paper selection results

From the list of selected IM articles retrieved after applying our inclusion/exclusion criteria, we check their related work sections in order

to identify more articles related to our study and not yet included in our set of articles. After all, we selected 53 articles to be included in

our survey and that are mainly focusing on the semantic web field. These articles are published in the following journals, conferences, and

workshops:

• Journals.

⚬ Journal of Computer Science and Technology, Springer - 1 article

⚬ Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering, IEEE - 1 article

⚬ Knowledge-Based Systems, Elsevier - 2 articles

⚬ Journal of Web Semantics, Elsevier - 2 articles

⚬ Journal on Data Semantics XII, Springer - 1 article

⚬ Journal of Data and Information Quality, ACM - 1 article

⚬ Transactions on Information and Systems, IEICE (Japan) - 1 article

• Conferences.

⚬ International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC) - 7 articles

⚬ International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI) - 1 article

⚬ International Conference on World Wide Web (WWW) - 2 articles

⚬ Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment (PVLDB) - 2 articles

⚬ Joint International Semantic Technology Conference (JIST) - 2 articles

⚬ International Conference on Extending Database Technology (EDBT) - 1 article

⚬ International Conference on Web Information Systems and Technologies (WEBIST) - 1 article

⚬ Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI) - 2 articles

⚬ European Conference on Artificial Intelligence (ECAI) - 2 articles

⚬ Extended Semantic Web Conference (was European Semantic Web Conference) (ESWC) - 1 article

⚬ Proceedings of the Knowledge Capture Conference, (K-CAP) - 1 article

⚬ International Conference on Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Management (still maintaining the original EKAW acronym and brand) -

2 articles

⚬ International Conference on Industrial, Engineering and Other Applications of Applied Intelligent Systems (IEA/AIE) - 1 article

⚬ Information and Communication Technology and Accessibility (ICTA) - 1 article

⚬ Confederated International Conferences (CoopIS) - 1 article

⚬ IEEE Big Data conference (BigData) - 2 articles

• Workshops.

⚬ Identity, Reference, and Knowledge Representation (IR-KR) - 1 article

⚬ Linked Data on the Web (LDOW) - 3 articles

⚬ International Workshop on Ontology Matching (OM) - 5 articles

⚬ Workshop on Knowledge discovery and data mining meets linked open data (Know@ LOD) - 1 article
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⚬ ACM Symposium on Document Engineering (DocEng) - 1 article

⚬ International Workshop on Consuming Linked Data (COLD) - 1 article

⚬ New Forms of Reasoning for the Semantic Web: Scalable & Dynamic (NeFoRS) - 1 article

⚬ AAAI Spring Symposium: Linked Data Meets Artificial Intelligence - 1 article

⚬ Workshop on Web Data (WOD) - 1 article

4.5 Categorization

The investigation and expansion of a broad set of IM approaches led us to categorize the selected approaches based on generic criteria. We

utilize the context used as a complementary information in the matching step. However, an IM approach can either be context-dependent or

context-free. Indeed, in each category, we also re-categorize the assigned approaches according to the main algorithmic strategy behind the match-

ing step, applied to generate co-referents. For each (sub-)category, we identify and discuss the advantages and drawbacks of its methodology.

We also compare these approaches based on a set of features usually used in the literature for the same purpose as well as four more features

we added based on the rational provided in this article. In the rest of our survey, we will describe in details our new categorization for the IM

problem.

5 CONTEXT-FREE APPROACHES

Context-free techniques compare two instances by relying only on their internal local features (their specified properties). The compared instances

should have some corresponding properties to be able to decide if they match or not. The structure of the instance (ie, predicates and their values)

in RDF KBs can be seen as being analogous to the structure of the record in relational database. In the database community, “Record Linkage”68

catches the same records across two tables that refer to the same real world entity. Thus, IM process is similar to the “Record Linkage” problem.

In the following, we will describe state-of-the-art approaches which inherit their “concepts” from the database community.

5.1 Key-based approaches

One of the main approaches developed for record linkage is the use of keys. In relational databases, a key is formed by a minimal set of discriminative

attributes to uniquely identify each record. If a correspondence between the keys' attributes across two tables can be established, then the same

records are uniquely identified in both databases. Two records that share the same values for a key are both considered identical.

Definition 11 (Key). A key is a set of properties that can distinguish every instance in the KB.

Definition 12 (Minimal key). A key is minimal if none of its subsets is also a key.

Note that, when a set of properties forms a key, all of its super-sets are also keys, that is, adding a property to the key yields another key. This

key's property is known as key monotonicity.

IM can rely on key techniques developed for record linkage by taking into consideration the difference between the two domains (see Table 1).

In the SW, a predicate can have multiple values, while in a relational database, an attribute can have at most one value. This crucial difference makes

key discovery approaches in the database field inapplicable in SW. Some more differences between the two domains can be resumed as in Table 1.

Thus, due to these differences, record linkage techniques used in databases are not suited for RDF KBs.

Several approaches have been recently proposed to automatically engender keys from RDF KBs and then exploit them for several purposes.

They are used as logical interlinking specification rule in the IM process to infer identity links.71-73 They are also introduced as an indexing scheme

to identify the candidates.74,75 In addition, they are used to guide the expert in selecting the more discriminant properties in order to build more

complex linking rules such as in LIMES,14 L2R73 and SILK76 approaches (see later in Section 5.2.1).

In the following, we decompose key discovery methods into two groups. The first one aims at finding a composite key that can contain

multi-valued properties, while in the second group, the key contains only one quasi mono-valued property, that is, a noncomposite key (see Figure 4).

For the first group (ie, the composite key approaches), we categorize the existing key discoveries approaches into two groups based on the

considered world assumption where the keys are discovered. The word distinguish in Definition 11 depends on that assumption: Closed World

Assumption (CWA) or Open World Assumption (OWA)).
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F I G U R E 4 State-of-the-art key discovery approaches

TA B L E 1 Fundamental differences
between database and SW domains

Database Semantic Web

Multi-valued False True

Data Volume In order of millions In order of billions

Semantic types Single relation several classes

Open World Assumption False/Truea True

Unique Name Assumption True False

KB structure Same schema Multiple ontologies in the same KB

Note: Unique Name Assumption (UNA) states that two instances in the same KB having distinct URIs

refer to two distinct real-world entities. Therefore, they cannot be co-referents. Open World
Assumption (OWA) states that any unproven knowledge is not necessarily false.
aRecent works consider the incompleteness of data in the relational databases.69,70

5.1.1 OWA-based approaches

In the Open World, two instances are supposed to be distinguishable if they do not share any value for all predicates of the key. OWA states that

any unproven knowledge is not necessarily false. For example, in Table 2, the student_2 has no friendship with student_3. This does not mean that

the fact: <student_2 HasFriend student_3> is false. As the incompleteness of data is a common issue in the context of SW, OWA will be the

relevant hypothesis to consider in order to overcome this issue.

Example 3. In Table 2, the property FirstName is a key under OWA assumption since there does not exist student that shares its first name with

another student. On the contrary, LastName cannot be considered as a key since student_1 shares the value “Monet” with student_2.

The key discovered under OWA is called Some-key. Two instances violate the key constraint if they share at least one value for each predicate

in the key. Therefore, they are considered as co-referent.

Example 4. Consider the two instances PersonA and PersonB given in Figure 5A. Assume that the property ∶ phone_number is a some-key. As

PersonA and PersonB share a common value “08-28654393” for this some-key, then they will be considered as similar.

This key semantics coincide with the OWL2 owl:HasKey constructor principle,77 which declares a set of predicates as a key for a given class.

This constructor is still rarely used. In 2012, a study found that only one KB uses theowl:HasKey constructor.78 In the following, we describe some

approaches fitting in this category.68,75,79-81

TA B L E 2 Toy Students Dataset
Instances FirstName LastName HasFriend

student_1 Claude, Robert Monet student_2

student_2 Lucie Tremblay, Monet —

student_3 Roger Tremblay student_2
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Key discovery approaches

(Inverse) functional key

ProLOD++ObjectCorefPARIS

Composite-key

Some-key

KD2RLinkKeyVICKEYSAKey

SF-key

Melinda

Forall-key

Rocker

F I G U R E 5 Illustrative example:
some-key versus Forall key. A, Graph1:
“∶ phone_number” is defined as Some-key. B,
Graph2: “∶ phone_number” is defined as

Forall-key

Inspired from the GORDIAN82 method that is based on depth-first strategy, KD2R83 determines first a set of maximal nonkeys and then derive

from them the minimal keys. In this way, the number of computation of the keys is minimized.

The keys are generated independently from the IM process. Thus, to match the instances of two KBs, the keys in each KB are discovered, and

then a merge step between these keys is applied. As a result, the mutual valid keys on both KBs are discovered. It assumes that the alignment across

the two ontologies is available. This alignment is exploited to find the mutual keys.

KD2R83 assumes that the UNA is satisfied. KD2R first discovers the sets of maximal nonkeys and undetermined keys are determined. Each

maximal nonkey is a combination of predicates that share the same values for at least two distinct instances. An undetermined key is a combination of

predicates that cannot be considered neither as a key nor as a nonkey. The case of an undetermined key happens due to the incomplete descriptions

of instances in a KB. To deal with this case, pessimistic and optimistic heuristics are defined. The former supposes that the information is complete

in the case of an instantiated predicate, while in the opposite case, all the existing values in the KB for that predicate can be taken. Under this

consideration, undetermined keys are nonkeys. If there exist from the latter other values that do not appear in the KB, then they are different from

all the already existing ones. In this case, undetermined keys are considered as keys. Therefore, a key is neither included nor equal to any maximal

nonkey or maximal undetermined key. To derive keys, the union of the maximal nonkeys and undetermined keys sets is computed. In this union, each

element is a set and only the maximal sets of properties are kept. For each one of them, a complement set is computed. By applying the Cartesian

product on all the complement sets, all keys are generated from which the minimal subsets are returned as minimal keys. In general, KD2R performs

well in the KB including classes with small set of properties. In terms of IM results, KD2R-optimistic has better results than KD2R-pessimistic.

SAKey80 is an extension to KD2R to make it scalable. It discovers keys called almost-keys for a given KB even if it is huge and including errors

and duplicates in the property values. This relaxed notion of a key allows n instances (called exceptions) to have duplicate values for that key. Like

KD2R, SAKey finds first the maximal (n+1) nonkeys and then derive the minimal n-almost-keys. A maximal (n+1) nonkey is a nonkey having at least

(n + 1) exceptions. For that purpose, SAKey applies filtering rules, pruning strategies (eg, elimination of irrelevant sets of properties) and ordering

heuristics to prune the space of nonkeys (ie, minimize the number of candidate n-non keys). Almost-keys with 0 exceptions discovered by SAKey are

the same as the keys found by KD2R with the optimist constraint.

Example 5. In Table 3, {F1, F2, F3} shared the value “B. Pitt” and {F2, F3, F4} shared the value “G. Clooney.” Thus, the set of exception EP is

{F1, F2, F3} ∪ {F2, F3, F4}. As n-almost key is a set of properties where |EP| ≤ n, therefore, the property HasActor is a 4-almost key. Similarly,

{HasActor,HasDirector} is a 3-almost-key since there are three exceptions, {F1, F2, F3}.

The generated minimal mutual keys can be of large number. Thus in order to minimize the intervention of the oracle in the IM task, RANKey84

defines a ranking metric to identify the more appropriate mutual keys to be used in the IM mission. This metric is defined as the multiplication of the

support scores for a mutual key in both KBs. Defined as in Melinda,85 support metric measures the frequency of the co-occurrence of the properties

TA B L E 3 Toy Movies Dataset

Films HasName HasActor HasDirector ReleaseDate HasWebSite

F1 Ocean's 11 B. Pitt, J. Roberts S.Soderbergh 3/4/01 www.oceans11.com

F2 Ocean's 12 B. Pitt,G. Clooney,J. Roberts S.Soderbergh, R. Howard 2/5/04 www.oceans12.com

F3 Ocean's 13 B. Pitt, G.Clooney S.Soderbergh, R. Howard 30/6/07 www.oceans13.com

F4 The descendants N. Krause, G.Clooney A. Payne 15/9/11 www.descendants.com

F5 Bourne Identity D. Liman — 12/6/12 www.bourneIdentity.com

F6 Splash Tom Hanks R. Howard 9/3/84 —
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that appear in a given key (ie, completeness of a key). The authors assume that a frequent key can lead to more identity links. Therefore, they apply a

merging strategy of the identity links inferred by the top-n ranked keys. Unfortunately, the obtained results come opposite to such intuition. In fact,

the top ranked keys improve the recall but they do not guarantee the precision improvement.

Unlike RANKey,84 KeyRanker86 applies a combining strategy of the complementary keys to improve the results. It discards the keys that generate

identity links covered by other keys. In that way, the final combined keys could consist of nonconsecutive ranked key. In addition, it defines the ranking

metric as the number of instances in source KB that instantiate the key and share its values with instances in a target KB. The more the instances

in source KB sharing their values' key increase, the more the considered mutual key is suitable for the IM task. For every property in a key, all the

pairs of instances in the source and target KBs are compared. Only the ones that have a cosine similarity greater than a predefined threshold are

selected. The aggregation of the similarity scores of all the properties appearing in a mutual key should exceed a predefined threshold to consider

an instance pair as similar.

VICKEY81 discovers the conditional keys in KB where no keys or a small number of keys can be generated for a given KB. A conditional key is

a valid key for instances belonging to a given class but under a specific condition. In other words, it can be seen as a key for the set of instances

satisfying the considered condition in the KB. Therefore, a key is a conditional key no matter what the condition is. The instances identified uniquely

by a conditional key can build a nonatomic class (ie, more complex class expression). OWL2 allows declaring such a key for a nonatomic class by

using the two axioms owl:DataHasValue or owl:ObjectHasValue. Such axioms express conditions on the properties and relations values.87

In VICKEY, to derive a relevant conditional key that permits to identify a reasonable number of instances, two measures are set-up: support and

coverage. The former is the number of instances satisfying the condition imposed and instantiating the properties of the key. The latter measures

the ratio of subjects in the KB identified by the conditional key. Using SAKey algorithm, VICKEY starts by discovering the maximal nonkeys from

which the conditional keys can be derived. For a given maximal nonkey, several partitions of properties can be generated. Each partition consists of

two subsets: condition subset with only one property and key subset with the remaining properties. Therefore, each partition yields a conditional

key graph (CKG) where the nodes are the combination of the properties in the considered key subset. This graph is built only if the condition subset

has a support greater than a predefined threshold. Once, all the CKGs are constructed, VICKEY discovers all minimal (conditional) keys of size one.

All the nodes of a given graph containing the discovered minimal key are pruned. The resulting graph is used in the next iteration to discover the

minimal keys for size two. This process is repeated on all the CKG until all the sizes are explored.

Linkkey79 generates keys for two KBs simultaneously. The key is a maximal set of corresponding properties defined across two not disjoint

classes from both KBs. It is a generalization of two aligned keys identifying the same instances between the two KBs. First, candidate keys are gen-

erated in order to reduce the number of compared properties to define the keys. A set of properties is called a candidate key if it permits to lead at

least to one co-referent, and it is maximal for at least one link or it is the intersection of several candidate keys. To extract the candidate keys, the

subject-property pairs are indexed according to their values. This step unfolds in each KB. Then, another index is generated by iterating over these

indexes and computing for each pair of subjects the maximal set of pair of properties on which they agree. In order to select the most promising can-

didate keys that can generate a large number of links (co-referents) or covering all the instances, two metrics are set up to estimate their quality. The

first one approximates the precision and recall on a set of co-referent samples (supervised case). The second one measures how close the extracted

links would be from one-to-one and total by an assessment of the discriminability and key coverage (unsupervised case).

Relative to some-key semantics, in Reference 75, the authors define a key in the purpose to select the potential co-referent instances. Only the

pairs of instances having partial coincidence in their key literal values are selected as potential co-referents. The key is determined based on three

measures: discriminability, coverage, and their harmonic average (FL). The discriminability of a property is computed as the ratio of its range size on

the number of triples that instantiated it. It measures its objects diversity. The coverage of a property is determined as the ratio of the number

of instances that instantiated it, on the total number of instances in the KB. It measures the instancewise frequency of a property. Initially, all the

properties are selected as a candidate keys set. A property should have a minimum discriminability degree (greater than a predefined threshold)

to be not discarded from this set. If FL for a given property is greater than a predefined threshold, then this property is returned as a final key

and the discovering key process ends. Otherwise, it combines the property with largest FL with each property in the candidate keys set to create

new properties. The algorithm starts again with this new set as being the candidate keys set and so on. The number of iterations depends on the

predefined thresholds.

5.1.2 CWA-based approaches

CWA is the assumption that what is not in the KB, does not hold in the real world. It is opposite to OWA. Differently from the key semantics defined

previously, two instances are distinguishable if they do not share all the values for each property of the key. Otherwise, they are co-referent.

Example 6. In Table 2, the property LastName is a key under CWA assumption, since the sets of values for this property are distinct, that is,{Monet} ≠

{Tremblay,Monet} ≠ {Tremblay}. Indeed, LastName is not a key according to OWL2 semantics since there exist two different students that have the

same last name (ie, “Monet”).
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Example 7. Consider the two instances PersonA and PersonB given in Figure 5B. Assume that the property ∶ phone_number is a forall-key. PersonA

and PersonB can be discovered as similar because they share all the values “08-28654393” and “08-94586796” for the forall-key ∶ phone_number.

In addition, if ∶ phone_number is defined as forall-key in Figure 5A, PersonA and PersonB cannot be detected as same.

In the following, we describe two approaches in this category.85,88 The key definition of these approaches is valid when the properties are locally

complete. In ROCKER,88 the key is called For-All key. In Melinda,85 it is called SF-key. This latter is a trade-off between some-key and for-all key. An

important thing to note is that References 85 and 88 cannot be applied directly in the IM process as no mutual keys are generated. In contrast to

some-keys that are more resistant to incompleteness issue, for-all keys and SF-keys would better work in a more complete KB.

ROCKER88 is a refinement-operator-based approach for minimal keys and almost-keys discoveries. This operator is defined over the space of

properties for a given class of instances. The elements of that space are ordered in a directed tree in an ascending way based on their score function.

These elements are the nodes of the tree and they are considered as candidate keys. A directed edge between two nodes means that the score of

the source node is less than the score of its target. The score function is defined as the ratio of the number of instances distinguishable by the given

set of properties (node) on the total number of instances in a given class. This function induces a quasi-ordering over the set of all key candidates.

However, a set of properties is reported as a key if its score is equal to one (ie, it covers and distinguishes all the instances). Note that by following

the order of the sets of properties with the highest scores, the number of visited nodes in the tree will be reduced. In other words, nodes that

are explored first are the ones with the highest power to distinguish the instances. Whenever a key is discovered, all branches containing parts of

that key are pruned from the tree based of the key monotonicity constraint. By applying this “fast search” discovery strategy, the running time is

improved.

Example 8. In Table 3, according to ROCKER, there are six distinguished instances using HasActor. In contrast to SAKey, HasActor is a key

(score(HasActor) = 6

6
= 1). HasWebSite also is a key since all the films are distinguished w.r.t HasWebSite. In fact, F6 is distinguished from other films

since no other instances (ie, films) has 0 web site. Indeed, if film F5 has no web site, then HasWebSite cannot be considered as key. In this case, F5 is

not distinguished using this property since another instance F6 has no web site value. Thus, HasWebSite is a 2-almost-key.

To detect the minimal keys, Melinda85 proposes an approach where all the properties of the key are assumed to be instantiated in all the

instances (we will refer to this approach by Melinda according to the project where it was developed). To verify that a set of properties forms a

key, Melinda constructs a partition of the subjects (instances) induced by this set and according to their shared values. Therefore, this partition

should be made-up of sub-sets of size 1. Otherwise, this set is not a key. This partition representation is in line with the partition and breadth-first

search strategy applied in TANE.89 Two measures are defined to measure the quality of a key: support and discriminability. The former is defined

as the ratio of the instances having all the properties of the key instantiated on the number of all the instances. This definition is similar to the

coverage metric in Reference 75. The latter is defined as the ratio of instances verifying the key constraint. In another words, it is the number of

singletons induced by a set of properties on the total number of partitions. These two metrics should be greater than a predefined threshold. To

deal with exceptions, a set of predicates is supposed to be a pseudo key (ie, almost-key) if the discriminability metric is bigger than a predefined

threshold.

Example 9. In Table 3, the partitions generated according to attribute HasName consist of six singletons: {F1}, {F2}, {F3}, {F4}, {F5} and {F6}.

Therefore, HasName is returned as key with support = 6

6
= 1 and Discriminability = 6

6
= 1.

If F2 has only two actors B. Pitt and J.Roberts, then HasActor cannot be a key. In this case, the generated partitions according the shared values

of HasActor are {F1, F2}, {F3}, {F4}, {F5} and {F6}. Indeed, it is pseudo-key with Support = 6

6
= 1 and Discriminability = 4

5
= 0.8. In contrast to

ROCKER, if F5 and F6 have no actors, then they will still be distinguished from each other. In this case, HasActor is a pseudo-key that hold in a part

of the data (ie, F1, F2, F3, and F4).

5.1.3 (Inverse) Functional keys

In this category, a key is defined by approximating the semantic of the owl:InverseFunctionalProperty (IFP) axiom defined in OWL 1. This

key consists of only one representative property. It looks like the primary key (ie, noncomposite key) in a relational database. Indeed, IFP charac-

teristic means that we cannot find two instances with the same value for this property. Otherwise, those instances are co-referent. Furthermore,

the functional characteristic can lead to the same objective. A functional property is a property that each subject has with a unique object as

the property's value. Thus, if p(x, y) is functional in a KB and p′(x, y′) is functional in another KB and p matches p′ , then y and y′ are considered

as matches.

In Reference 90, the authors propose several metrics (eg, average inverse cardinality-AIC) to determine if a property can be a quasi-key. AIC is

similar to the discriminability metric defined in Reference 75. The lower the AIC value of a property is, the more this property can identify a unique

instance.
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PARIS91 (discussed later in Section 6.2) identifies the pseudo (inverse) functional properties during the IM process. We cited it there just to

mention this identification phase. It is a context-dependent approach.

ObjectCoref92 adopts a self-training approach to learn the discriminability of property-value pairs from the co-referent instances used

in the training step. The definition of property-value pairs is similar to the definition of the inverse-functional property. The discriminability

measures the ability of each pair of properties to determine in the nonlabeled data whether two instances are co-referent or not. Indeed,

for a given instance, an initial set of its co-referent instances is built by exploiting the semantics of declared properties in the ontology

such asowl:InverseFunctionalProperty,owl:sameAs,owl:FunctionalProperty,owl:cardinality, andowl:maxCardinality.

From this set, the most discriminating property-value pair is learned in an iterative way. The property-value means that the value already

exists in every instances' description in the set. Consequently, it should be infrequently seen when it is applied to the nonlabeled data

to identify a new co-referent instance, which will has this value in its description. The algorithm finishes after a predefined number of

iteration.

ProLOD++93 proposes three metrics to determine if a property can be a key or not for a given cluster. This latter is a class with its subclasses

in the ontology's hierarchy. Uniqueness measures how much the values of a property are unique. It looks like the degree of a property to be func-

tional. The Density is defined as the coverage of a given property in the considered cluster. In the case where a property has multiple values, the

density is defined as the sum of the separate value densities divided by the number of property values, that is, the average of all densities. When

these two metrics are both equal to 1, the considered property is called a full-key candidate. Otherwise, the third threshold-based metric Keyness

is defined as the harmonic mean of uniqueness and density. A property should have a keyness more than a given threshold to be a key candidate.

In their study, the authors showed the different behavior in property uniqueness and density along the class hierarchy. They found three types of

property keyness. When this latter decreases per class hierarchy, it is called less specific. In the opposite case, it is called more specific. Otherwise, it is

generic when it stays approximately equal throughout this hierarchy. Having this KB profiling, the end-user can decide which properties could serve

as keys.

Discussion

In general, keys permit to find a suitable representation (ie, selecting predicates) of instances. By using only such a representation in the matching

step, the number of the selected properties to be compared between the instance descriptions will be minimized.

One of the main requirements in detecting the keys is to apply pruning strategies to avoid the scalability problem. This problem is exponential in

the number of KBs' properties. Finding keys from n properties requires to exploit 2n − 1 combinations of these properties. Indeed, in the worst case,

the computational complexity of the key-based approaches is of the order O(2n). Another requirement that can also be a limitation for applying the

key-based approaches in the IM task is the existence of alignment between the properties of the compared KBs. Each predicate in a key's source

KB should have a corresponding predicate in the target KB. This relationship can be seen as an “onto” function between the keys' properties. If this

relationship does not exist, which is the case in a lot of cases, the found “mutual keys” cannot be used for identifying the same instances across

the two compared KBs, and thus the comparison between the instances cannot be performed. Indeed, the majority of key-based approaches (eg,

KD2R, SaKey, Linkkey, Vickey) assume that the ontologies (schema) of the KBs are equal. In real case scenario, KBs can include different vocabularies

and such assumption is not guaranteed to be verified. Even if the alignment can be provided by applying an ontology aligner, which means that the

required time for performing the IM task will be increased.

Except KeyRanker,86 the existing key-based approaches for the IM task treat the values of a relation (object-type property) in the same way as

literals. This treatment is considered as a limitation of these approaches. In fact, each KB uses a specific pattern to generate the URIs of its instances.

The same real world object can be referred in two KBs by two different URIs, therefore, seeing these URIs as literal is unfair and lead to wrong

results. To overcome this limitation, Reference 86 propose a rewriting scheme using the CBD (Concise Bounded Description) to render the instance

descriptions more compatible. They also propose property chain transformations that explore the neighbor CBDs of a given instance to retrieve its

complete information. This latter can be located multiple-steps away from this instance. As a result, the chains of properties are replaced by artificial

properties. This data transformation step increases the IM running time.

Another way to treat the URIs as literals that we suggest is by applying the approach presented in Reference 94. This approach detects a pattern

from the characters of the URIs. This pattern has the form (prefix-infix- (suffix)). Prefix is the URI domain. Suffix (optional) contains details about

the format of the data. Infix represents the local identifier of an instance which can be used as the value of the relation involved in the key.

Linkkey, KD2R, and SAKEY provide mutual keys for the IM task without any strategy to rank them. The number of such keys is usually large. A key

ranker as in References 84 and 86 could be used on top of these key-based approaches to provide such strategy. Indeed, the key ranker in Reference

86 could be affected by the heterogeneity of the key property values. For example, consider the property country as a mutual key. Suppose there is

an instance source with “FR” as value for that key, and an instance target with “FRANCE” as value. So, depending on the similarity metric used, the

rank of country as key will variate.
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Data change periodically, and no key-based approaches take this update into account. As a result, these approaches will recompute the keys

from scratch. The same reasoning applies to the approaches that calculate IFPs. A mapping between an IFP in source KB and an IFP in target KB

should exist to be used in detecting the similar instances. If such mapping does not exist the same instances cannot be identified by IFPs. Note that

IFPs properties are rarely defined in KB in an explicit way.

Several approaches (eg, ObjectCoref, ProLOD++, Hogan et al, etc.) include statistical measures in their approaches. The limitation of such mea-

sures is that they cannot generalize cases of nonfrequent data. Ignoring this kind of data leads to ignoring the possibleowl:sameAs links, including

such data. For example, in ObjectCoref, the pair1 = (property,value) with the highest discriminative value is used to discover new co-referents. The

pair2 = (property,value) with less discriminative value is not considered. Thus, the instances including only pair2 will not be detected as only pair1 is

considered.

5.2 Interlinking rules

The idea behind Interlinking Rules (IRs) is that it is possible to identify a set of predicates that together are able to distinguish each instance. So, IRs

specify the necessary conditions to consider when comparing two instances to determine if they are co-referents. The syntax of an IR can be defined

as: IF condition(s) Then action. For example, the following IR SSN(person1, number1) ∧ SSN(person2, number1) ⇒ sameAs(person1, person2)
asserts that if two persons (ie, instances) share the same social security number (SSN), then they are considered as identical in the real world. In the

following, we classify the rule-based approaches in two groups based on how they are generated: manually or using machine learning techniques.

5.2.1 Manual rule-based approaches

IRs can be defined manually by a domain expert, as in the semi-automatic tools: SILK,76 LIMES,14 and ScSLINT.95 In these tools, the IRs are expressed

by a script file that is composed of two components: a string-based similarity function that allows comparing the values for the given aligned

properties of the instances and aggregation operators that can be used to combine these similarities to get a more complex composite similarity

measure. The latter represents the final similarity score between two instances.

SILK76 provides a declarative language (Silk-LSL) to describe the script file. The condition(s) uses different aggregate-based operators

such as min, max, average (weighted), and so on. To reduce the search space of comparison between instances, SILK includes a pre-match step to

select instances that could be co-referents. The expert defines the properties that should be used in the pre-match step. To accomplish this goal, a

multidimensional index, called MultiBlock,74 is applied.

Example 10. An example of a script file§ defined in SILK is given bellow:

<Silk>

<Prefixes> . . . </Prefixes>

<DataSources>

<DataSource id="dbpedia"> . . . </DataSource>

<DataSource id="geonames"> . . . </DataSource>

</DataSources>

<Interlinks>

<Interlink id="cities">

<LinkType>owl:sameAs</LinkType>

<SourceDataset dataSource="dbpedia" var="a">. . .</SourceDataset>

<TargetDataset dataSource="geonames" var="b">. . .</TargetDataset>

<LinkageRule>

<Aggregate type="average">

<Compare metric="levenshteinDistance" threshold="1">

<Input path="?a/rdfs:label"/>

<Input path="?b/gn:name"/>

</Compare>

<Compare metric="num" threshold="1000" >

<Input path="?a/dbpedia:populationTotal"/>

§ https://app.assembla.com/wiki/show/silk/Link_Specification_Language

https://app.assembla.com/wiki/show/silk/Link_Specification_Language
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<Input path="?b/gn:population"/>

</Compare>

</Aggregate>

</LinkageRule>

<Outputs>

<Output type="file" minConfidence="0.95">

<Param name="file" value="accepted_links.nt"/>

<Param name="format" value="ntriples"/>

</Output>

<Output type="file" maxConfidence="0.95">

<Param name="file" value="verify_links.nt"/>

<Param name="format" value="alignment"/>

</Output>

</Outputs>

</Interlink>

</Interlinks>

</Silk>

In this example, the aim is to identify across the source KB (namely Dbpedia) and the target KB (namely, Genonames), the instances that denote

the same cities in the real-world. For this purpose, the expert states in this script file that pairs of cities are compared based on their name and

their population properties. To compare the names, the Levenshtein string similarity metric is used, while for the population ,a similarity measure

proposed by Silk for numerical values is applied. Two cities are considered as co-referents if the average similarity of these two properties is greater

than 0.95.

LIMES14 uses the triangle inequality in order to reduce the number of comparisons between the KBs. This inequality splits the metric space of

comparisons into subspaces represented each by an example (ie, an instance y in the target KB T). Therefore, knowing the distance from an instance

x in the source KB S to an example permits to approximate the distance from x to any other instance belonging to the subspace of that exemplar. This

approximated distance is inferred by computing a lower and upper bounds of the distance, that is, m(x, z) in the following equation:

m(x, y) − m(y, z) ≤ m(x, z) ≤ m(x, y) + m(y, z)

where x ∈ S, (y, z) ∈ T × T, m(x, y), and m(y, z) are known. Therefore, the set M in Definition 4 is approximated by computing the set M′ = {(s, t) ∈
S × T,m(s, t) ≤ 𝜎}, where m is a distance measure and 𝜎 ∈ [0,∞] is the distance threshold. The number of comparisons is then reduced by com-

puting only the exact distance m(x, z) when the lower bound (ie, m(x, y) − m(y, z)) is smaller than 𝜎. It is worth noting that aggregation functions

are available such as min and max, which are also combined with distance measures verifying the triangular inequality. The measures that do not

satisfy this mathematical inequality like the Jaro-Winkler measure cannot be applied. To reduce the cost of executing the script file an execution opti-

mizer called HELIOS96 was implemented in LIMES. This optimizer combines techniques such as PPJoin+97 and HR398 with theoretical operators

to generate possible plans, approximate their running time and select the one that is most time-efficient. Moreover, ROCKER was integrated as

part of LIMES.

ScSLINT95 is a scalable interlinking framework. It consists of six modules. (i) Property alignment generator selects the important predicates

using discriminability and coverage metrics. The former is similar to the one defined in Reference 25, while the latter computes the frequency of

a given predicate over all the instances in the KB. These important predicates are then aligned using an overlap measure. This threshold based

metric computes the overlap between the objects of two given predicates to decide if they can be aligned or not. (ii) Similarity function genera-

tor module assigns similarity measures for each predicate alignment. This module uses the aligned predicates from the previous module as input

and initializes a list of initial similarity functions. This module permits the users to configure new similarities metrics in this framework. (iii) Can-

didate generator module detects the candidates' pairs where two instances are considered as candidates if they share at least one first token in

their objects for any string property alignment between them. An annotation step is applied to this candidates set by using a set S of co-referents

as labeled input data. All the candidates pairs belonging to S are labeled positive (ie, (s, t) ∈ S). The other candidates pairs that include the first ele-

ment (s) of an existing positive labeled pair are labeled negative (ie, (s, z) where z ≠ t is labeled negative).99 Finally, the candidates pairs are divided

into training and validation sets and they are provided to the fourth configuration module. (iv) This latter generates a default configuration by the

intervention of the expert. A configuration specifies the similarity functions, the similarity aggregator, and the co-reference filter with all their cor-

responding parameters. (v) Similarity aggregator module executes the similarity functions and the aggregation function (eg, linear, quadratic, and
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Boolean) specified in the previous module to compute the final matching score for the unlabeled candidates. (vi) The final module, co-reference

filter, applies an adaptive filter based on stable matching problem100 to generate the final co-referents from the matching scores generated in the

previous module. In another words, two instances will be considered as co-referent if their final matching score is larger than any score where these

instances appear.

5.2.2 Machine learning rule-based approaches

Another way to define the IRs is by using (semi) automatic learning techniques that generate optimal combinations of properties, similarity measures,

and thresholds used to compute instances similarity. A large spectrum of approaches exists based on this strategy.

Genetic programming (GP) is a supervised learning method largely used in the IM domain.101,102 GP starts with an initial set of candidate solu-

tions. In IM, this set consists of potential IR rules. In each iteration, the fitness of all candidate IRs in the current population is computed and a new

evolved population is generated using three genetic operators:103 reproduction, crossover, and mutation. By applying one of these operators, an

individual from a current population evolves to the new population. GP ends either when a predefined number of iterations have been reached or

an optimal solution has been detected (solution with fitness closer to the desired solution).

GenLink101 models the IRs as trees that can be easily understood and improved by an expert. These rules combine the properties selected for

the comparison. The transformation operators that can be applied to the values of these properties in order to normalize them are the similarity

operators (the comparison operator and the comparison aggregation operator) and the relative thresholds. The initial population used by GenLink

is not completely random. It is composed of IRs built from pairs of properties having at least one lexeme (value) in common. GenLink stops in the case

where a predefined number of iterations is reached or when the F-Measure of an IR tends to 100%. The best IR in the final population is returned

and then applied to determine the co-referencing instances.

Example 11. An example of an IR learned using the GenLink approach is given in Figure 6. The aim is to interlink cities. Thus, the learned rule

compares the labels and the coordinates of the instances in order to generate identity links. The labels are converted first to lower case prior to

comparing them using the Levenshtein string similarity metric while allowing for a maximum distance of 1. The coordinates are compared using a

geographic similarity score. Both labels and coordinates similarity scores are then aggregated into a single score by using the minimum aggregation.

As a result, two cities are considered as co-referents if both scores are greater than 0.5.

To overcome the problem of the availability of the training data, ActiveGenLink104 combines GP and active learning for IR generation in an

interactive way. It applies GenLink for IM task but after the generation of the training set. This set is populated by exploiting one of the two active

learning strategies: query-by committee (QBC) and query by-divergence (QBD). They select the most informative candidate instances pairs to be

judged by an oracle. The former chooses the pair of instances whose committee vote, composed of the candidate IRs (current population), gives the

most disagreement. The latter selects the candidate that has the maximum divergence (different) from any existing identity link already generated.

However, QBD allows only the IRs that cover a specific link in the training set to vote.

EAGLE102 approach is similar to ActiveGenLink. The learned IRs are represented as a tree. However, EAGLE does not support the transformation

operators applied to the property values (eg, normalization, tokenization, and concatenation of values) as defined in GenLink.

Other approaches model the IM process as a classification problem as in References 105-107. Therefore, the aim of the IM process is to find a

classifier that projects the co-referent and non-co-referent instances into two separate classes.

RAVEN105 uses active learning for IM. It finds a pair of classes whose instances are to be linked. Then, a set of corresponding properties that

represents the instances belonging to those classes is determined. Two properties are aligned if there exists an overlap between their object values.

F I G U R E 6 Example of an expressive interlinking rule (Source
Reference 101)
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The previous steps are done by providing some links to an oracle to criticize by using the uncertainty sampling strategy. This query strategy selects

the pairs for which the current model is the least certain. In fact, they design two classifiers: linear and Boolean. The former is composed of two

corresponding properties where each one is from a distinct KB. The latter is a conjunction (logical and operator) of several linear classifiers and it

represents the IR used later to generate the co-referents. In another words, the IRs are represented as a conjunction of the corresponding properties

of the two compared set of instances.

As the matching of properties is not a trivial task, Adaboost106 proposes a schema-free approach by extracting literal information from the

instances. The similarity of a pair of instances is computed based on the similarity of their literal information. This similarity is represented by a

vector computed by three string-based metrics. The vectors are then fed to a binary Random Forest classifier to perform the IM task. It is important

to note that this approach uses Transfer Learning108 to reduce the manual labeling work for the training examples.

In Reference 107, the authors use machine learning techniques to train an SVMLight109 classifier for detecting co-referentFOAF instances. The

pairs of instances are assessed by using a number of property-specific features such as IFP, string-based metrics for values, properties comparison,

and partial analysis of the graphs centered on the instances by following the foaf:knows properties. The set of the properties relevant to the

classification problem is assumed to be given. Indeed, this approach cannot scale for KBs with many properties.

SLINT+110 is a training-free older release of ScSLINT.95 It consists of four modules. The predicate selection and predicate alignment modules

play together the same role as the property alignment generator module in ScSLINT. The main difference is in the overlap metric which follows the

same idea of Jaccard metric. The aligned predicates are then used in candidates selection and IM. The fourth module is the IM. It computes the

similarity between two instances as the weighted average of the similarities of the objects over each aligned predicates between them. The weight of

two predicates is equal to their overlap measure as previously computed. The similarity of two sets of objects is computed using the TF-IDF metric.

This module applies the same co-referent filter, adaptive filter principle, as in ScSLINT.

cLink99 is a supervised approach, which is implemented as a part of ScSLINT. It uses a heuristic search method permitting to learn an optimal

matching configuration (ie, combination of similarity functions as well as other settings of the IM process) defined in ScSLINT.

NjuLink111 builds a small training set of 20 positive and 20 negative examples. Then, it extracts a set of discriminative property pairs. In fact,

each pair of properties is discriminative if its value in terms of information gain on the training set is greater than a predefined threshold (ie, the

authors used 0.2). Finally, a combined set of instance pairs from the source and target datasets is defined where the similarity for each pair is mainly

computed based on the available pairs of discriminate properties between them.

Discussion

The manual configuration of IRs by a domain expert requires remarkable efforts. Without these efforts, IRs lack precision. The expert must have a

good knowledge on the compared KBs. This knowledge enables him to choose the discriminant predicates for comparison by taking into account the

incompleteness of data. Indeed, they must specify the suitable modification to be applied on the contents of the predicates to normalize them before

the comparison step. The measures of similarities appropriate to the contents of the predicates must be chosen in order to minimize the influence of

noise (eg, spelling mistakes). They are also asked to determine the good thresholds and the suitable aggregation functions (IRs) corresponding to the

KBs in consideration. All these requirements become so hard to define when the KBs contain a huge number of triples and predicates. To alleviate

the discriminant predicates requirement, the keys can be used to form IRs in cases of approaches that require rules from the users (eg, SILK, LIMES,

etc.).

Note that the manual rule-based approaches apply the rules in one-shot manner and they cannot be chained (ie, no reasoning step will be

applied). Thus, the recall will be low due to incomplete data in which the defined rules cannot by triggered to infer the identity links. Another major

drawback of the machine learning-based rules approaches is that their effectiveness heavily depends on the availability of training sets and the high

quality of links in these sets. The quality of these links plays a very important role for the precision of the obtained IRs. These links should cover

all the particular cases in the data that include ambiguities. GP-based approaches provide high F-measure but require significant running time as

they will check every combination of properties to generate the optimal IRs. The generation of IR is not deterministic and depends on the initial

population. By changing the initial population, another IR can be provided that is completely different as the genetic algorithm can get stuck in a

local optimum. Also, determining the IRs via the corresponding properties can miss some correct co-referents. The existing case, where the two

co-referent instances have a set of corresponding properties not completely or partially included in the IR, cannot be returned as co-referent. Note

that NjuLink was designed for a specific task in OAEI and it is not applicable to all the tasks especially when the positive and negative examples

belong to the same semantic type (ie, class). This limits its applicability to real world datasets which usually includes multiple classes.
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6 CONTEXT-DEPENDENT APPROACHES

Context-dependent techniques are based on the idea of performing IM by considering not only their local features (ie, data-type properties), but also

their relationships with their “contexts.” We see the context to be similar to the environment. As stated in Reference 20, context is any information

that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. We adapt this definition to the use we desire. Enumerating the “information” used to

match two instances permits us to define the “context” as follows:

• External Environment (EE): represents the external resources connected to the compared KBs. By resources we mean either the expert which

confirms the matching result of the IM approach or the external data (eg, KBs, dictionaries, etc.) where the intended instances take advantage to

enrich their descriptions (Figure 7).

• Neighborhood Environment (NE): represents the surrounding objects (ie, neighbors instances), which often present important information about

intended instances. The interaction between an instance and its neighbors can be viewed in two ways. An instance can include the similarity of

its neighbors when it looks for its co-referent or the similarity between two instances can be used to guide the IM process by just considering in

their neighbors as a good source for the IM to process.

• Domain Environment (DE): represented by the information projected from the semantic of the domain of the KBs used in the IM process. More

precisely, using specific ontology to describe KB's instances permits adding constraints from the ontology domain to infer new knowledge. This

latter adds more source of evidence in the IM process. We note that in some cases the context is very related to the semantic of the domain of

interest of the KBs. Detecting that two authors of a given scientific paper are identical helps in identifying more co-referents (eg, the co-authors

of the considered paper). This means that the knowledge representing the semantic of the domain of interest should be translated and introduced

in the IM task to serve as a context evidence.

In the following, we categorize the IM methods into static and dynamic collective approaches. By “collective” we mean the approaches including

the context in the matching process. The context used in each of the collective approaches are cited in Table 4.

6.1 Static collective approaches

In static collective approaches, all the sources of the similarity evidence are estimated only once per candidate pair. In other words, a noniterative

framework will be applied to resolve the IM problem. In the following, we describe the state-of-the-art approaches for this type of methods.

6.1.1 Schema-free approaches

MinoanER112 relies on a blocking scheme defined as a disjunction of different evidences coming from the values, names, and neighbors of the candi-

date instances. The names and the neighbors are, respectively, selected by recognizing the most important predicates (ie, properties and relations)

in the input KBs. Indeed, the support and discriminability for each predicate are computed. The entire instance names and the tokens existing in

the instance descriptions are considered as blocking keys. Thus, name and token blocks are inferred. Four threshold-free heuristics are applied (in

order) on these blocks to filter them and discover co-referent pairs. These heuristics rely on a value-based similarity metric, which is based on the

intuition that if two instances share many infrequent token in their descriptions, then they will have a high similarity value. Thus, the number and

frequency of the shared tokens can be derived from the number and the size of common blocks shared by two instances, respectively. Block statis-

tics also permit to determine the instance similarity based on neighbors. This similarity aggregates the value-based similarity of all instance pairs

that are important neighbors for the candidate pair. MinoanER shows a significant result when it is applied on KBs exhibiting high heterogeneity.

VDLS1,113 generates for each instance a virtual document (as in VMI114 and I-Match115) from its local description (ie, data-type properties) and

instances related to it through object-type properties (ie, k-hop neighbors). Then, it transforms the IM problem into a document matching problem

and solves it by a vector space embedding technique. Indeed, it considers a pre-trained word embeddings to assess words similarities at both the

lexical and semantic levels.

F I G U R E 7 Utilizing external data/knowledge
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I-Match115 collects first from the local description of each instance a bag of words (BoW). Then, the similarity between two instances is com-

puted based on the similarity of their normalized strings (in their Bows) using the NLP techniques. Two instances are considered as co-referents if

their similarity is above a predefined minimum threshold.

Discussion

The main advantage of MinoanER and VDLS is that are both based on statistical metrics to define the importance of words to distinguishing the

instances. In fact, the more a word is importance, the more it encompasses a discriminative information. Indeed, MinoanER defines the harmonic

mean of the predicates to select the N most important ones, which will be used in the matching step. Thus, this cut-off of the predicates based on

their statistical importance may only capture frequent predicates and ignore other important yet rare predicates. Therefore, the identity links that

MinoanER generates could be incomplete. VDLS gives promising results due to 1) the incorporation of a large set of information, 2) the use of a

pre-trained word embeddings during the instance comparison making the approach take into account words semantics. However, this overwhelm-

ingly large set of information makes this approach suffer a high computational cost. As a result, its usage in large KBs matching scenario becomes

difficult. Similarly, I-Match cannot be used in a large scale scenario since it applies a pairwise similarity between instances of a source and a target

KBs (ie, no indexing method is applied).

6.1.2 Translation-based approaches

Approaches in this category suppose the compared KBs are expressed by different languages. The IM process is translated to be a document

matching problem. Thus, it can be solved by using a traditional vector space technique. We cite two works in this category.23,24

In Reference 23, the authors introduce an approach to process the IM described by different natural languages. In each KB, each instance is

represented by a virtual document consisting of textual information extracted from its local features (eg, rdfs:label, rdfs:comment, etc.) and from

the local features of its neighbors (ie, n-hope). Once the extraction step for each instance in both KB is done, a matching translation step is executed

to translate both virtual documents created in a pivot natural language. A statistical translation engine, Bing Translator API, is used for that purpose.

The similarity between two instances is then computed by the cosine similarity of their (translated) virtual documents by using the standard term

weighting scheme TF-IDF.

Instead of statistical translation engine, the authors in Reference 24 use a multilingual lexicon (ie, BabelNet) to project words onto the same

semantic space. Once the virtual documents are constructed, each term in them is replaced by its identifier (ID) from the multilingual lexicon. Word

sense disambiguation step is applied in case more than one sense exists for a given term in order to select the pertinent sense. The similarity between

two instances is computed similarly as in the previous approach.

Example 12. In Figure 8, the resource (ie, instance) on the left is in English, while the resource on the right is in Chinese. For each resource, a cor-

responding document is constructed. Then, the two documents are mapped to a common identifier using the babel lexicon. Finally, the similarity

between the two resources is computed based on the similarity between their common identifiers.

Discussion

The quality of IM task in this category depends on the common “medium” used to perform the IM. In the case of the statistical translation engine,

three limitations can be cited: (i) it could not support translation from one language to another language. For example, Bing API does not support

Asian languages. Thus, translating language from English to Chinese cannot be handled. (ii) During translation, some words could not be translated.

F I G U R E 8 Example of an instance matching method based on a multilingual
lexicon (Source: Reference 24)
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In Reference 23, these words are eliminated from the virtual documents and then are not included in the IM step. (iii) The “lack of context” in the

virtual documents is generated from the RDF data due to the use of unnatural language. In a natural language, a text document consists of sentences

where each has a well-formed structure. The meaning of a given word, especially which has an ambiguous or has multiple meanings (ie, polysemous

or homonyms), can be resolved by its accompanied words (ie, context). Therefore, the lack of context returns the translation step to be word to word

translation without respecting the meaning.

In the case of the multilingual lexicon, the sense disambiguation step used can also be affected by the lack of context. Indeed, the incompleteness

of the multilingual lexicon can lead to discarding the terms not found in it as it is designed in Reference 24. Discarding words from a virtual document

is in itself a limitation due to the fact that these words may be useful and specific to represent the corresponding instance.

6.1.3 Property classification-based approaches

Approaches in this category are based on classifying instance properties. For example, a property can be classified as a Discriminative or a Descriptive

property. The former (eg, rdf:type) can be used directly to distinguish the instances, while the latter (eg, rdfs:comment) can rather be used to

describe the instances.114,116-118

In Reference 116, the authors use the discriminative properties to generate candidates. A light version of identity link called ViewSameAs is

defined to track the instances sharing discriminative property values. Therefore, this new link is established between those instances (candidates).

The descriptive properties are then used to refine the candidates set. If two instances are linked by ViewSameAs and sharing similar descriptive

properties values greater than a predefined threshold, then this link is replaced by owl:SameAs.

In order to increase the number of identity links, the authors in Reference 117 refine the generated set of ViewSameAs. For each instance,

in ViewSameAs relation, a cluster is created saving the information of the number of similar descriptive property values shared between itself

and the second part of the mentioned relation. After the clusters are generated, bags of instances are created. From a set of instances related by

ViewSameAs, a master instance is selected including all the descriptive properties values of the other instances in this set. Those instances form a

bag. The ViewSameAs is replaced by an identity link between the master instance and each instance in that bag. References 116 and 117 did not

provide any evaluation showing the effectiveness of their approaches.

VMI114 classifies the information extracted from the instances' properties into six categories: URI, name, schema information of the instance

(Meta), descriptive property values, discriminative property values, and neighbors. For each instance, two vectors are created: name vector and

virtual document vector. The former contains the name information, while the latter includes the descriptive property values and the sum of the

weighted neighbor information of the given instance. Neighbor information consists of the vector name and the descriptive property values of that

neighbor. Two inverted indices are used to index each group of vectors. Candidate instance pairs are selected using some simple heuristic rules

applied on the inverted indexes. By comparing the values of the corresponding discriminating properties of a candidate instance pair, the initial

generated candidates pairs are refined. The similarity between the component of a resulting candidate instance pair is computed as the root mean

square of the cosine similarities between their vector names and their virtual document vectors.

Legato118 is a five-stages IM system. It first filters the mono-property keys that are valid on both KBs. Then, it creates profiles (ie, vectors)

from the instances descriptions and their neighbors by using NLP techniques (tokenization and stop-words removal). After that, it computes the

correlation between the created vectors by applying the cosine similarity and fixing the similarity threshold. The filtering step can be considered as

a property classification into key and nonkey properties. Finally, to reduce the number of false positives, Legato clusters instances, within each KB,

which have highly similar descriptions. Then, it identifies the similar cluster pairs. For each group of pairs, co-referents are generated based on the

similarities using a best-key property.

Discussion

Approaches in this category depend mainly on a configuration file introduced by an oracle. This file contains the classification of the properties,

their alignments, and the meta information of the two KBs. The lack of information concerning the properties used in the candidate selection pass

reduces the efficiency of these approaches. In addition, considering a large range of information for matching instances could increase the precision

of results, but also hinders the running time that increases drastically with the number of properties. We would like to note here that Legato requires

the type of instances to be compared. However, in cases where this information is not available, Legato cannot be used. Indeed, some instances may

not include their types due to data incompleteness. Consequently, these instances will be omitted in the matching step and, thus, the recall will be

decreased.
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6.2 Dynamic collective approaches

In contrast to the approaches presented in Section 6.1, dynamic collective approaches apply an iterative process to assess the different source of

evidence, specifically the impact of neighbor similarity in the IM process. At each iteration, the aligned instances are used to match the remaining

instances. State-of-the-art approaches in this group are decomposed in three subcategories and discussed in the following paragraphs.

6.2.1 Reasoning-based approaches

Approaches in this category handle logical rules with reasoning strategy to infer identity links. Constraints such as inverse functional properties,

transitivity, and domain knowledge are defined as logical rules. Approaches as in References 71-73,119-121 fit in this category.

L2R72 adopts a purely logical deduction-based approach by using a set of Horn rules. These rules are expressed using a newly designed language

called RDFS+. It combines a set of ontology axioms (FPs, IFPs, owl:disjointWith, etc.) as well as the expressive SWRL rules. By using this lan-

guage, a set of rules is generated from the axioms defined in the KB (eg, UNA) and the ontology axioms. A forward chaining algorithm (SLD) is then

used to propagate similarities and to infer new facts: identity and nonidentity (owl:differentFrom) links. The two compared KBs are assumed

to conform to the same ontology (RDFS+).

N2R73 implements a numerical approach to solve the IM task. It models the dependencies between instances similarities by a graph. This graph

is expressed by a system of nonlinear equations, which is resolved iteratively (until reaching a fixed point) by a method inspired from Reference

122. In this system of equations, the similarity between two instances of the same type is represented by variables while the similarities between

basic values are expressed by constants. The latter are computed by using a string-based similarity metric. Each variable strongly depends on the

similarity value obtained from the properties that are involved in the common keys (IFPs) and weakly on the similarity of other predicates that do

not belong to the keys. When the two compared KBs are described by two different ontologies, the same procedure in KD2R83 is used to generate

the common declared keys. It is worth noting that L2R and N2R can be applied separately or in combination. This combined approach is LN2R.123

To take into account the similarities of the comparable but nonaligned properties, N2R-part71 extends N2R for that objective. The similarity

between two instances becomes dependent on the similarities of their common identified keys, their mapped properties and the others comparable

properties.

Import-by-query approach120 is a backward chaining algorithm, which combines local reasoning with external querying to overcome the

local data incompleteness. It alternates steps of query rewriting and of distant query evaluation. The query rewriting step is made by adapting

the Query-SubQuery algorithm124,125 originally developed for answering queries in Datalog. Thus, by enriching the RDF KBs with Datalog rules,

Import-by-query builds “on demand” for each targetedowl:sameAs (ie, initial query) a sequence of sub-queries to some entry points of linked data.

This imports the specific missing triples in order to infer identity links. In average, import-by-query requires three iterations of rewritings.

In contrast, ProbFR119 introduces a forward-chaining algorithm for reasoning with uncertain RDF facts and rules in order to generate the

identity links. Each input fact (certain or uncertain) is modeled as a probabilistic fact. That permits to unify modeling of any kind of uncertainty as

probabilistic Datalog rules. Rules and facts are associated with different symbolic events denoting when the corresponding facts or rules are true.

For each inferred fact, an event expression is computed. This expression encapsulates its provenance. It is defined as a Boolean combination of all

symbolic (or expression) events associated with the rules and facts implicated in its generation. The probabilities of facts are computed from the

event expressions. They can be seen as probabilistic weights associated to rules.

LogMap121 is an iterative IM system that relies on lexical and structural inverted indexes to improve its scalability. The authors used an external

lexicon (eg, WordNet or UMLS Lexicon) to enrich the inverted indexes in order to boost the matching between the resources. Indeed, to reduce the

number of logical inconsistencies between candidates, LogMap integrates a reasoning and repairing (ie, ontology modularization126) techniques.

On the one hand, the reasoning technique allows to generate the basic hierarchies of resources in the intended ontology. On the other hand, the

repairing technique is executed on the initially generated candidates (from the intersection of the inverted indexes). These candidates rely on a string

matching metric which takes into consideration the similarity between their neighbors.

Discussion

Approaches in this category assume that the logical rules are given by the expert. They also suppose that the correspondence between the schema

of the compared KBs is solved before the IM task will be executed as in L2R and N2R, or given as rules by the expert as in import-by-query and

ProbFR. Even if the difficulty to define the rules by an expert can be resolved by integrating key-based approaches, these approaches depend heavily

on the data. In fact, except ProbFR,119 all the mentioned approaches in this category assume the applied logical rules as certain. Theoretically, this

observation over clean data guarantees the intended approach to reach a high precision. But in practice, this assumption is not always verified due
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to the data itself such as its incompleteness and its possible errors (eg, misspellings). A small error in the decision of similarity of the two instances

will affect the other decisions for other instances.

6.2.2 Domain-dependent approaches

Approaches in this category assume that the data comes from similar data sources. They adhere to a specific domain. GNAT127 and Rowe128 fit in

this category. In both approaches, the instances are represented as graphs, in which the nodes are linked instances and their properties. Then, the

matching phase becomes a graph matching technique.

GNAT127 is an approach to match music-related KBs expressed according to similar ontologies. The similarity between two instances is com-

puted according to the similarity between the corresponding triples in their graphs. The similarity between two corresponding triples is the similarity

between their two subjects and their two objects. The similarity between two resources (subjects or objects) is determined by comparing liter-

als directly attached to these resources using string-based metrics. The graph similarity value between two instance graphs is then equal to the

summed similarity values of each possible pair of resources (potential co-referents) from these graphs normalized by the number of those pairs. The

component of each pair of resources in the graph with the highest similarity value presents the final co-referents.

Rowe128 matches similar profiles (instances) of FOAF:Person in a social graph by computing the graph similarity. Three techniques for this

purpose are introduced. The first one considers two graphs are similar if they share a large number of vertices and/or arcs. The second is the one

defined in Reference 127. The third is the reasoning on the graph which is based on the comparison of the values of theFOAF:name property in the

two graphs.

Discussion

Approaches belonging to this category are applicable on KBs described by domain specific ontologies. These KBs involve special type of data (eg,

audio fingerprinting in GNAT or user biographical information in Rowe), which require specific similarity functions. In other words, domain-specific

approaches rely on specific-domain similarity functions, depending on the specificity of the involved data type. As a result, this prevents them to be

applied on generic KBs.

6.2.3 Ontology evidence-based approaches

Approaches in this subcategory integrate more evidence from the ontology level in order to solve the IM process. Taking advantage of the OA can

be considered as an example of such evidence. According to Reference 129, ontology matching is the process of defining corresponding classes,

properties, and relations between two ontologies. In the following, we describe the state-of-the-art approaches fitting in this subcategory. Some

of these approaches130-132 assume that the equality between the schema (ie, ontology) of the compared KB is given. They only concentrate on

comparing the data at the instance level by taking advantage of the schema equality. Other pieces of related works use the result of the IM step in the

schema matching and vice-versa. For example, PARIS91 and SBUEI15 interleave the instance and the schema matching steps to find the co-referent

pairs. Indeed, some related works as the approaches proposed in Reference 133 and RDF-AI25 also exploit the result of each step in a sequential

way. Another way to take advantage of the ontology level is to rely on the premise that the co-referent must belong to two approximately equivalent

classes between the two compared KBs as in SERIMI.134

RiMOM-IM131 computes the similarity between two instances by using a threshold-based weighted similarity metric, which aggregates the

similarities of all their aligned predicates. The similarity between two aligned relations is computed as the Jaccard similarity between their objects

(ie, instances). Indeed, RiMOM-IM uses the predicates with their values (ie, tokens and URIs) available in the instance descriptions as blocking keys

to generate the candidates. More precisely, it applies two heuristics to generate some initial co-referents and then uses them to generate iteratively

more new co-referents. The first Unique Subject Matching heuristic exploits each block of size two where each instance come from a different

KB and considers them as co-referent. The blocking keys (predicate,object) for such that blocks means that (predicate,object) occurs only once in

each input KB. The instances in every KB verifying such blocking keys constraint are denoted by a unique instance set (UI). Thus, based on such

constraint, more co-referents will be generated. For example, suppose that (a, b) are discovered as matched, then the unique subject neighbors

(c, d) ∈ (UISource × UITarget) of (a, b) such that < c, p, a > and < d, p, b > will also be considered as co-referent. The second heuristic is called one object

left. It generates more co-referents based on the following assumption: if the descriptions of two matched subjects (s, t) have an aligned predicate

pair (p, q)with k objects of which k − 1 are matched, then the k-th remaining object pair (u, c)will be resolved as co-referent. For a candidate pair not

belonging to URIs, the defined similarity metric is used to identify them as a match or not.
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RinsMatch130 uses graph locality, neighborhood similarity, and the Jaccard measure to compute the co-referents. It is based on the assumption

that elements of two graphs are similar when their adjacent elements are similar. If the similarity between two instances is higher than a predefined

threshold, then they will be returned to the user to confirm if they can be merged or not. RinsMatch retains all their predicates. If two predicates

are connected to a common object (ie, same neighbor), then they will be returned to the user for confirmation if they are two similar predicates or

not. Indeed, RinsMatch pairs the object nodes that are connected with a common predicate to both subjects in the already merged node. The paired

objects will be also returned to the user for confirmation. The algorithm stops when no more new matching candidate pairs are suggested.

The authors in Reference 132 build the graph of an instance in the same way as in Reference 15. They consider the graph as a bag of paths. The

similarity between two instances is equal to the weighted average of their most similar comparable paths. Two paths are comparable if they have the

same length and their properties in the sequence are also comparable (for example, two properties related by a subsumption relation). The weight

of a pair of the most similar paths is equal to the average of their weights. In fact, each path has a weight defined as the product of the discriminability

of each property in the path by its factor. The discriminability of a property is calculated as in Reference 75. The factor of a property in the path

is the value indicating the importance of the object of that property relative to its parent (subject) in the graph. It is an inverse to the number

of the paths starting from that subject. Note that the similarity between two comparable paths is equal to the similarity between their last two

nodes. If these nodes are literals, then a string-based similarity metric is used. If they are URIs and their strings are not identical, then the similarity

is calculated recursively.

SBUEI15 adopts an interlacing approach that uses the result of the IM task to solve the schema matching task and vice-versa. Indeed, this

approach takes two similar concepts from two schemas and then detects the co-referent instances between them. To do that, for each instance, a

graph of a given depth is built using its properties and relations. This latter permits to add to the graph other neighbor instances belonging to another

concept. In other words, each graph is treated as a bag of subgraphs where their number is equal to that of the neighbor-instances. Therefore, once a

co-referent is detected, SBUEI reapply the same IM strategy but between their neighbor-instances. In this way, the IM is guided to find co-references

around the two instances which are certainly identical. Once more two neighbors-instances co-referent are detected, the concepts to which they

belong are considered to be potentially similar. Similar concepts are those having similar instances. By using some OA algorithms, SBUEI detects

new similar concepts and it reuses them to find their co-referent instances by applying the previous IM method. This procedure is performed until

no new concepts are found. The similarity between two graphs of instances is based on the similarity of their properties values using a string-based

similarity metric. The final similarity score between those instances is the weighted average sum of the most similar properties in both graphs. The

weight of a given property is an inverse to the depth of the subject of that property in the graph to which it belongs.

PARIS91 identifies the pseudo (inverse) functional properties. For this purpose, the functionality degree of a property is computed as the har-

monic mean of the local functionality degrees across all the instances. It represents the probability of a property to be a (inverse) functional.

Therefore, only properties with prominent degrees of (inverse) functionality are favorable. This means there exist scarce co-referent instances.

The semantic of this metric is similar to the discriminability defined in Reference 75 with the difference that it is defined for all instances in a

KB and not for instances belonging to a given class as in Reference 75. It approximates the some-key notion. The local degree functionality of

a property for a given instance (ie, a subject of a triple) is the number of its distinct values. By analogy, an inverse functional property degree

is defined. The probabilities between the equivalent instances (of the two KBs) are calculated by taking into account the probabilities of the

equivalent properties and vice versa. PARIS stops when the similarity values between the instances do not change anymore from an iteration

to another, or the predefined number of iterations is reached. The spread between the IM and the alignment of properties give PARIS a specific

originality.

RDF-AI25 proposes a five sequential independent steps IM approach: preprocessing, matching, fusion, interlink, and post-processing. In this

approach, the instances and their properties build graphs. The similarity between two instances is calculated as the average of the similarities

between the neighboring nodes. A neighboring node similarity value is calculated using a string-based similarity metric between the objects of two

comparable properties. More precisely, the algorithm generates all pairs of values, called candidate-pairs, from each two comparable properties. At

each iteration, the highest similarity value of a candidate-pair is selected, and all the other candidate-pairs including one of the values of the selected

candidate-pair are discarded. This process continues until all the possible candidate-pairs are fixed (reconciled). For a given instance, the value of a

predefined property is used to select all of its candidates. RDF-AI selects the highest similarity value between an instance and its candidates.

In Reference 133, the authors present an approach performing the ontology schema matching in order to improve the performance of the IM

process. It starts by producing class correspondences and property correspondences from a provided set of identity links. These links are defined

through intermediate repositories which are exploited as a background knowledge for ontology matching techniques. Then, the discovered ontology

correspondences will be used to identify the subsets of the compared KBs, which probably contain co-referring instances. The identified subsets

can be exploited by any IM approach.

SERIMI134 implements an unsupervised learning approach that combines the direct matching and the class-based matching to resolve the IM

task across heterogeneous KBs. A KB is supposed to be partitioned into disjoint components representing classes. A component consists of a set of

instances where each two of the latter must share at least one feature (eg, a predicate). Therefore, for a given component, SERIMI starts by selecting

for each instance, in this component, its set of candidates is called a pseudo-homonym set. This selection is done by applying a direct matching between

the value of the most discriminating property in that component and the instances in the target KB sharing that value. The pseudo-homonym set of
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an instance may contain several candidates that may belong to different classes in the target KB, thus requiring a disambiguation phase. This phase

aims to find for each instance in the input component, a co-referent from its pseudo-homonym. The principle of disambiguation is based on the fact

that for the given instances of the same component, their pseudo-homonym sets would reflect similarities that distinguish a co-referent for each

instance of the starting component. In another words, similar components are those which have similar instances.

AgreementMakerLight (AML)135 is originally an ontology matching tool derived from AgreementMaker.136 In this approach, the output of mul-

tiple matchers is combined by simply joining the alignments and keeping the highest similarity in case of repeated mappings. This output can be

exploited in an interactive selection way (based on the similarity scores) to pick candidates for re-checking, also to take into account specious map-

ping pairs. In addition, AML enables the user to review and reject mapping candidates. It also permits to displays information about the conflicting

mappings.

Lily137 is an ontology mapping that combines several matching techniques to facilitate alignments (eg, instance ontology matching, generic

ontology matching, etc.). It is based on the extraction of semantic subgraph (ie, neighbor graph) and exploiting both linguistic and structural infor-

mation (in this subgraph) to generate one-to-one alignments between the compared ontologies. Then, a similarity propagation strategy is applied

to produce more alignments. After that, an ontology mapping debugging technique is used to improve the alignment results.

Discussion

It is clear that the ontology matching adds more evidences permitting to overcome the obstacle of the ontological heterogeneity in the IM pro-

cess. Indeed, it could be damaging if it is done badly. In the following, we discussed the main inconvenience of each of the above mentioned

approaches.

In PARIS experiments, no guarantee of convergence is proved. Most calculations are ended after two or three iterations. In addition, in some

cases an entity is described by relations in a source KB while these relations could be modeled by other entities in a target KB. This kind of structural

heterogeneity cannot be discovered by PARIS. In SBUEI, for each two similar concepts, each instance belonging to one of them (source concept) will

be compared with all the other instances of the other concept (target concept). Without applying any heuristic to reduce the number of the candidate

instances, this approach cannot scale to large KBs. In Nikolov et al, the OA produced is partial. Only equivalent relations between two ontolo-

gies are undiscovered. In addition, the third-party repositories, used as background knowledge for schema matching techniques, are not always

available for different ontologies. SERIMI gets competitive results with other approaches where the two compared KBs include a high structure

heterogeneity. Yet, it gets bad results compared to other approaches in the case where all the pseudo-homonym sets contain instances belonging

already to the same class. In such a case, the refining step (ie, class-based disambiguation step) will not have any effect to reduce the candidates.

RinsMatch also does not provide any details on how the candidate pairs are selected. Integrating statistical metrics (ie,
˝

U functionality, discriminat-

ing property-value, etc.) can be used to solve this requirement. In addition, RinsMatch does not apply any heuristic to prune the pairing predicates

when merging a pair of co-referents. Such requirements become mandatory in the large scale KBs scenario. They can reduce the intervention of the

expert in the IM process and, therefore, render the approach automatic. In Song et al, the approach ignores the modeling cases where the cycles exist

in the instances' graphs. Such cases are very likely to be faced in the SW. Indeed, sometimes the instance for which we want to find the co-referent

will be the object in all the triples where it appears (sink node). Consequently, building its graph is not available. It is not clear how the authors in this

approach solve this case.

6.2.4 Random walk-based approaches

Approaches in this category are based on the random walk technique. The latter designs the input data as a stochastic graph where the vertices

usually correspond to the data objects. Then, a random walk is executed on all the paths in this graph to deduce the importance (ie, rank) of the

vertices. These ranks are then used to reconstruct the mapping between the nodes of the source and target KGs.

BIGMAT138 is an IM approach implemented in Spark42 and based on an affinity-preserving random walk technique. It represents the IM problem

as a graph-based node ranking139 and selection problem in a constructed candidates association graph. It first builds an expanded candidates asso-

ciation graph consisting of pairs (each as a graph node) of IM candidates. The edges between nodes reflect their pairwise structural harmony. Then,

it ranks each candidate pair through the stationary distribution vector computed from a Markov random walk strategy on that graph. Candidate

pairs with higher rank scores in this vector are more likely to be co-referents.

HolisticEM,140 a Map-Reduce43 based approach, constructs a similarity graph from candidate pairs, generated based on the overlap across their

attributes and their neighbors. The local and global information from the similarity graph are propagated using personalized page rank141 to update

and compute the final similarity scores for the candidate pairs.
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Discussion

Random walk-based approaches can be considered as nodes ranking methods. They lie mainly on a “good” constructed stochastic graph. The nodes

of such graph are the candidates between the source and target KGs. These candidates are usually of large number and thus relevant heuristics are

required to reduce their numbers. Indeed, some source instances may have some target instances with the same scores. Thus, selecting the relevant

target ones is made arbitrary. Thus, an adequate strategy becomes mandatory to prevent some probably generated false positives instance pairs.

6.2.5 Discussion of dynamic collective approaches

Instances are often described by a large number of predicates. Therefore, including all of them in the IM process can increase the number of required

comparisons between the instances descriptions. All the approaches in the dynamic collective based approaches (except SERIMI) suffer from that

problem. In fact, some neighbors can include more information about an intended instance. They have more impact of that instance. Thus, favor-

ing those neighbors can reduce the number of comparisons. MinoanER112 solves this problem by estimating which relations in the neighborhood

relationship are more beneficial to consider in the matching step.

7 COMPARISON OF IM APPROACHES

In this section, we summarize several IM approaches based on several features widely used in the literature about the IM process.67,142 We add four

new features to the already identified ones: context, property-dependent, data-dependent, and history. As a result, the features are the following:

1. Domain. This feature specifies if the approach is related to a specific domain. Otherwise, it is domain-independent.

2. Input. This feature specifies the required input by the approach and its format.

3. Output. This feature specifies the kind of output produced by the approach (ie, owl:sameAs triples).

4. Post-processing (PP). This feature specifies if the approach provides any treatment (ie, consistency checking and inconsistency resolution) after

the IM step.

5. Context. This specifies the type of context category in the IM approach.

6. Property-dependent (PD). This feature specifies if the IM approach depends on the result of property matching (ie, properties from different data

sources, which have similar semantics).

7. Data-dependent (DD). This feature specifies if an approach is compatible to various “formats” of data.

8. Multilingualism (M). This feature specifies if the system can match RDF KBs where the values are described by a different natural language.

9. Availability (A). This determines if the approaches' codes are publicly available for usage (Please see Table 5).

10. Ontology alignment (OA). This feature specifies if the IM approach can support OA.

11. History (H). This feature specifies if the IM approach saves the instances sharing several values of important properties (ie, local features).

12. Automation (Auto). This criterion specifies if an IM approach needs human input as a script file (ie, property alignment, property classification,

similarity threshold, types of instances, etc.) or not.

Table 4 provides a comprehensive overview of the considered approaches according to the aforementioned features. We do not include the

“technique used” as a feature in each approach. Such feature is already presented in the detailed description of each of them. If the intended

approach requires a configuration file, then we mention that by a script file in the input column. Otherwise, we note RDF to describe the two KBs

RDF files. Two things worth remembering are: first, the majority of key-based approaches which compute only the keys (ie, KD2R, SAKey, ROCKER,

Linkkey, VICKEY, and Melinda) can be integrated in the pre-processing step, they did not determine the owl:sameAs. For this reason, they did not

appear in our comparison table (ie, Table 4). A summary of these approaches is given in Table 6. Second, the empirical studies to illustrate the

comparison between the different surveyed approaches is unfeasible due the fact that the codes (of the almost approaches) are not available.

7.1 Comparison of evaluation results

In this section, we analyze the empirical results for the surveyed approaches on benchmark datasets from the instance track of the OAEI. Due to the

fact that the implementations of most approaches are unavailable, we only report the results of the approaches that either participated in this track

or used the benchmark datasets in their papers evaluations. We compare the considered approaches in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure,

w.r.t., to a gold standard including the existing mapping between source and target KBs.
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Approaches Codes

RDF-AI25 https://code.google.com/p/rdfai/

SILK76 https://github.com/silk-framework/silk

GenLink101 included in SILK76 implementation

ActiveGenLink104 included in SILK76 implementation

LIMES14 http://aksw.org/Projects/LIMES.html

EAGLE102 included in LIMES14 implementation

RiMOM-IM131 http://keg.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/project/RiMOM/

SERIMI134 https://github.com/samuraraujo/SERIMI-RDF-Interlinking

GNAT127 http://sourceforge.net/p/motools/code/HEAD/tree/

PARIS91 http://webdam.inria.fr/paris/

MinoanER112 https://github.com/vefthym/MinoanER

LN2R73 https://gforge.inria.fr/projects/ln2r/

SLINT+110 http://ri-www.nii.ac.jp/SLINT/index.html

ScSLINT95 http://ri-www.nii.ac.jp/ScSLINT/index.html

cLink99 included in ScSLINT95 implementation

KeyRankey86 https://github.com/HFarah/KEYRANKER-2017

NjuLink111 https://github.com/nju-websoft/njuLink

Legato118 https://github.com/DOREMUS-ANR/legato

LogMap121 https://github.com/ernestojimenezruiz/logmap-matcher

AML135 https://github.com/AgreementMakerLight

Lily137 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1irGjC4tZdofpG57kHXpblBJcf75ZwUWf/view

TA B L E 5 An overview of
available code approaches

7.1.1 OAEI benchmark datasets

Synthetic data

• PR (Persons/Restaurant). This benchmark, provided in OAEI 2010, includes data about persons (Person1 and Person2) and restaurants (Restau-

rant) which are artificially modified by adding duplicates and variations of property values. The datasets in this benchmark are relatively of

small size.

• SPIMBENCH. This benchmark consists of two sets of datasets with different sizes including SPIMBECNH Sandbox and SPIMBENCH Mainbox.

They describe data about creative works (NewsItem, BlogPost, and Programme) and they are generated and transformed using the Semantic

Publishing IM Benchmark (SPIMBENCH) by altering the original source instances based on their values, structure, and semantics in order to

create the target instances. This task is provided in the instance track of 2017 and 2018.

Real-world data

• DI. This benchmark, provided in OAEI 2010, includes five datasets related to healthcare: (i) Sider that includes data about drugs and their

effects, (ii) DrugBank that is about drugs and their chemical information, (iii) Diseasome that is about disorders and genes, (iv) Dailymed

that is about marketed drugs and chemical structure, usage, and adverse reactions for the drugs, and (v) Dbpedia that is a large scale

dataset.

• DOREMUS. Following a common ontology given by the DOREMUS project, this task includes data about musical works and events. They

are coming from the catalogs of two French cultural institutions named the National Library of France (BnF) and the Philharmonie de

Paris (PP). This task includes two sub-tasks. This first one, denoted HT, includes different types of heterogeneities such as multilingual-

ism, differences in catalogs, differences in spelling, different degrees of description, different property names for the same instance types,

missing property values, missing titles, and use of synonym, and so on. The goal is to check how the different IM approaches deal with

these heterogeneities. The second subtask, denoted FPT, includes instances with highly similar descriptions across the two compared

https://code.google.com/p/rdfai/
https://github.com/silk-framework/silk
http://aksw.org/Projects/LIMES.html
http://keg.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/project/RiMOM/
https://github.com/samuraraujo/SERIMI-RDF-Interlinking
http://sourceforge.net/p/motools/code/HEAD/tree/
http://webdam.inria.fr/paris/
https://github.com/vefthym/MinoanER
https://gforge.inria.fr/projects/ln2r/
http://ri-www.nii.ac.jp/SLINT/index.html
http://ri-www.nii.ac.jp/ScSLINT/index.html
https://github.com/HFarah/KEYRANKER-2017
https://github.com/nju-websoft/njuLink
https://github.com/DOREMUS-ANR/legato
https://github.com/ernestojimenezruiz/logmap-matcher
https://github.com/AgreementMakerLight
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1irGjC4tZdofpG57kHXpblBJcf75ZwUWf/view
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TA B L E 6 Summary of the key discoveries tools

Approach Optimization Class distinction World assumption Input Output

KD2R Gordian Yes OWA NA NA

Pruning strategies

SAKeya Gordian Yes OWA N-Triples (n-almost) Keys

Pruning strategies

VICKEYb Gordian Complex Class OWA N-Triples Unique Conditional Keys

Pruning strategies Nonkeys file

Support threshold

ROCKERc Fast Search Axiom Class CWA N-Triples (n-almost) Keys

Linkkeyd Inverted-index Axiom Class OWA Source KB (RDF/XML/TTL) Keys

Target KB (RDF/XML/TTL) #instances

owl:sameAs file Discriminability

Coverage

H-mean

Melindae TANE Axiom Class CWA Turtle (pseudo-)Keys

RDF/XML XML/N3 file

N-Triples Support

RDF/JSON Discriminability

TriG

N-Quads

ahttps://www.lri.fr/sakey
bhttps://github.com/lgalarra/vickey
chttp://github.com/AKSW/rocker/
dhttp://melinda.inrialpes.fr/linkkey/
ehttps://scm.gforge.inria.fr/anonscm/git/melinda/melinda.git

datasets. The aim is to show the ability of IM approaches to correctly disambiguate these instances and avoid the generation of false

positives.

7.1.2 Results on OAEI tasks

Table 7 reports the results of several IM approaches on the PR benchmark provided in the IM track of 2010. The results show that this benchmark

is easy to solve for Person1 and Person2. The poor performance of SERIMI especially on Person2 is because all candidates belong to the same class

and there is not enough information for SERIMI to distinguish and disambiguate instances. For Restaurant dataset, the provided (ie, gold standard)

mappings contain some errors which makes the comparison between the approaches unfair or at least difficult.

The F-measure results for DI benchmark are reported in Table 8. The results show that this benchmark was hard for the majority of the

approaches. Noting that, Sider, DrugBank, and Dailymed contain for each instance multiple aliases and several nonmatching instances have several

aliases. However, ObjectCoref uses the names and aliases as discriminative properties. These properties do not match well, which leads to a poor

result for Sider-Diseasome comparing to the other approaches. In contrast, the class-disambiguation applied in SERIMI seems to be effective in

refining candidates especially for the dataset-pairs, Sider-Diseasome, and Sider-Drugbank, which were problematic for the alternative approaches.

We note that the results for Paris are reported from cLink paper.99

In 2017, four approaches have participated to the SPIMBENCH task: AML, I-Match, Legato, and LogMap. The results of these approaches are

reported in Table 9. The results show that AML and I-Match have a high recall but a low precision on this benchmark. In contrast, Legato and LogMap

achieved a very good precision but do not succeed to get a large number of the expected correct links, leading to a low recall. The good precision

results of Legato and LogMap could be due to the fact that they take into account several issues related to the structure heterogeneity. Differently,

https://www.lri.fr/sakey
https://github.com/lgalarra/vickey
http://github.com/AKSW/rocker/
http://melinda.inrialpes.fr/linkkey/
https://scm.gforge.inria.fr/anonscm/git/melinda/melinda.git
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TA B L E 7 Results in terms of F-measure of different instance matching approaches on the PR benchmark
datasets

Approach Restaurant (2010) Person1 (2010) Person2 (2010)

LN2R 0.75 1.0 0.94

ObjectCoref 0.73 1.0 0.95

RIMOM 0.81 1.0 0.97

PARIS* (fixed) 0.91 1.0 1.0

SERIMI* 0.75 1.0 0.46

MinoanER* (fixed) 1.0 — —

VDLS* (fixed) 0.98 1.0 1.0

BIGMAT* (fixed) 1.0 1.0 1.0

Note: The superscript “*” means that the results of the approach were obtained outside of the OAEI competition. The

term fixed means that the results of the approach were obtained on the corrected version of the Restaurant dataset.

TA B L E 8 Results in terms of F-measure of different instance matching approaches on the DI benchmark datasets

Approach Sider-DrugBank Sider-Diseasome Sider-Dailymed Sider-Dbpedia Dailymed-DBpedia Dailymed-Sider Diseasome-Sider

cLink* 0.911 0.824 0.777 0.6414 0.424 — —

Adaboost* 0.903 0.794 0.733 0.641 0.375 — —

ObjectCoref — 0.45 — — — 0.70 0.74

RIMOM 0.504 0.458 0.629 0.576 0.267 0.62 —

PARIS* 0.649 0.108 0.149 0.502 0.219 — —

SERIMI* 0.97 0.87 0.66 0.55 0.43 0.67 0.87

VDLS* — 0.81 0.76 — — 0.75 0.81

BIGMAT* — 0.88 0.78 — — 0.78 0.88

Note: The superscript “*” means that the results of the approach were obtained outside of the OAEI competition.

AML and I-Match present similar performances on both Sandbox and Mainbox datasets, while Legato and LogMap have better performances on

Sandbox than on Mainbox datasets. In 2018, only three approaches, namely, AML, LogMap, and Lily, participated to the SPIMBENCH task. Overall,

Lily has the best results compared to both AML and LogMap approaches. It achieves a perfect recall, while LogMap has a good precision. Indeed, it is

not clear from the literature why the results of AML are different in 2018 than those obtained in 2017. This difference may be due to the difference

in the instance descriptions. Concerning DOREMUS task, two approaches participated in this task in 2016, namely, AML and RIMOM. To show how

these approaches deal with the heterogeneity, two experiments were conducted. The first one includes four types of heterogeneities, including (i)

orthographic differences, (ii) multilingual titles, (iii) missing titles, and (iv) missing properties. We denote this experiment by 4HT. The second experi-

ment has nine types of heterogeneities, among them, we cite multilingualism, differences in catalogues, differences in spelling, and different degrees

of description (number of properties). We refer to this experiment by 9HT in Table 9. AML achieves the best performance in terms of F-measure

by setting the similarity threshold to 0.2 on all tasks. In 2017, only five approaches return results on this track: AML, I-Match, Legato, LogMap, and

NjuLink. Among these approaches, only Legato and NjuLink show better performances in terms of F-measure. Indeed, on HT test, NjuLink is ranked

as the best approach, while on FPT, Legato has an almost full F-measure, making it the best approach on this test. As a result, both Legato and NjuLink

seem to be well-suited to cope with real-world data. The repairing step in Legato gives it an advantage to deal with data across KBs with highly similar

descriptions.

8 MAIN LESSONS AND OPEN CHALLENGES

In general, the interlinking process between two KBs should be able to generate any type of links including the identity links. In the approaches

summarized in this survey, we did not find any tool capable of performing this task perfectly and in a complete way for all the data representations.
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TA B L E 9 Results of different instance matching approaches on the SPIMBENCH and DOREMUS benchmark
datasets

Benchmarks (year) Approaches Precision Recall F-measure

SPIMBENCH Sandbox (2017) AML 0.849 1.000 0.918

I-Match 0.854 0.997 0.920

Legato 0.980 0.730 0.840

LogMap 0.938 0.763 0.841

SPIMBENCH Mainbox (2017) AML 0.855 1.000 0.922

I-Match 0.856 0.997 0.921

Legato 0.970 0.700 0.810

LogMap 0.893 0.709 0.790

SPIMBENCH Sandbox (2018) AML 0.849 0.896 0.865

Lily 0.849 1.000 0.919

LogMap 0.938 0.763 0.841

SPIMBENCH Mainbox (2018) AML 0.839 0.884 0.860

Lily 0.855 1.000 0.922

LogMap 0.893 0.709 0.791

HT (2017) AML 0.851 0.479 0.613

I-Match 0.680 0.071 0.129

Legato 0.930 0.920 0.930

LogMap 0.406 0.882 0.556

NjuLink 0.966 0.945 0.955

4HT (2016) AML 0.966 0.875 0.918

RIMOM 0.813 0.813 0.813

9HT (2016) AML 0.934 0.776 0.848

RIMOM 0.746 0.746 0.746

FPT (2016) AML 0.921 0.854 0.886

RIMOM 0.707 0.707 0.707

FPT (2017) AML 0.914 0.427 0.582

I-Match 1.000 0.053 0.101

Legato 1.000 0.980 0.990

LogMap 0.119 0.880 0.210

NjuLink 0.959 0.933 0.946

Another important aspect is that with the rapid and continuous growth of KBs, IM approaches are expected to be capable of handling large and

incremental updates of these KBs continuously. Yet, across the surveyed approaches in this article (except viewSameAs117), we are unaware of any

existing method capable of saving the history of potential co-references such that the method could leverage it for next iterations on updates of the

KBs. Existing IM approaches must restart the linking process from scratch at each run. In fact, by materializing the discovered links between potential

candidates, an IM algorithm can be re-executed only on the candidates that have been updated. This option presents an essential requirement for

the next generation of IM approaches, especially in this era of big data.

In addition, all the IM approaches in the semantic web rely on a traditional (offline) strategy to handle large scale KBs. This strategy applies first

a blocking step then computes the similarities only among instances within the same block. In some situations, the execution of the IM process can

be constrained by a limited amount of time. Thus, it will be interesting to design an IM process in a pay-as-you-go143 strategy. The latter uses an

execution plan at the instance and block levels in order to maximize the number of resolved co-referents under time constraints. Such a strategy
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becomes more required in big data applications that require real-time data analyses. To the best of our knowledge, no work except45 exploits this

idea to the IM problem in the semantic web field.

Another important aspect here is that the IM process aims to provide a mean to complement and enrich information for a given entity-centric

query through building a unified KB. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing approaches evaluate the richness of the obtained joint

KB obtained with regard to the IM results. To measure this aspect, new metrics can be defined in line with the idea of the diversity principle in

Reference 144.

It is also important to note that a large number of IM approaches are relying on domain experts to provide the script file (ie, aligning predicates,

predicates classification, etc.). In large-scale KBs, IM approaches should be more independent of such a requirement. Thus, either the development

of an automation step for the creation of such a file or schema and oracle-independent approaches become a main demand.

In the last few years, much interest has been addressed to advancing research on multilingualism in natural language processing in gen-

eral. This aspect has been omitted by most IM approaches. With the continuous growth of heterogeneous KBs and the multilingual nature

of the web, handling this aspect should be taken into consideration by IM approaches. For this purpose, machine translation can be used to

overcome the language obstacles across the compared KBs.23,24 Yet, using such a solution makes a cross-lingual IM approach suffers from the

uneven quality of translations between languages. Another potential solution here could be to study the possibility of leveraging the structure

information of the KBs and network embedding models through the projection of information in the compared KBs in a joint representation

space.

A similar problem to the multilingualism is the multimodal data aspect, which become more frequent especially in the big data era. This aspect

is challenging because it requires detailed understanding of different modalities and the correspondence between them.145 In fact, all the surveyed

approaches are executed across RDF KBs. None of them can be executed on KBs expressed in different formats (ie, web tables, image-based KBs,

etc.). Yet, the above described translation-based idea between different KBs in a joint latent space of representation could be applied to overcome

this multi-modal data challenge. However, in real-world applications, obtaining labeled data points from multiple modalities is very expensive.146

Again, we remark that the majority of IM approaches do not apply a post-processing step to polish the obtained identity links. The automation

of this step is a requirement especially for large-scale KBs. In fact, it is unfeasible to manually inspect the correctness of a large set of inferred

identity links. For this purpose, a bipartite graph could first be built from the inferred identity links. Then, a post-processing, including stable marriage

problem (SMP),100 Hungarian algorithm,147 and symmetric best match strategy (SBM)148) could be adopted to obtain the final set of co-referent

pairs from this bipartite graph as in BIGMAT.138

We also note that the majority of IM approaches rely on property matching (ie, are schema dependent). They start by finding a suitable repre-

sentation of an instance by selecting a subset of predicates from the instances' descriptions. Then, they use this subset for IM. Indeed, predicates

with a similar semantic (eg, rdfs:label, foaf:name) in two instance representations must be matched. Yet, there are some cases where the descriptions

of instances do not carry properties with similar semantics. However, they can contain information with some expressive relationships. As a result,

such information will be ignored even if it is worthy to consider it for IM. Thus, integrating a semantic similarity strategy is paramount for solving

such cases. To this end, it is possible to leverage the advances in deep learning for natural language processing by incorporating pre-trained word

embeddings of, for instance, Wikipedia during the similarity computation between words of the compared instances (as in VDLS1,113). This makes

the approach take into account the semantics of words during the IM.

Since data sources usually contain their “own” designed ontologies to describe their “own” instances, it becomes very natural to confront simi-

lar properties in different KBs, including values expressed in specific formats (eg, values expressed in meter in one KB and in centimeter in another

KB). We did not find any approach (except VDLS1,113), which can handle such cases. To address this challenge, adding additional steps (such as nor-

malization), or special heuristics/patterns to convert these different formats to a common one, or adopting a semantic similarity metric can be

applied. These solutions become a necessity to make the IM more compatible to various kinds of data, more robust and more domain knowledge

independent. We believe that the more an IM approach uses information in the matching step, the more it is expected to obtain precise map-

pings. One of such information can be extracted from the ontology itself. We note that only a few approaches integrate this information in their

processes.

We also note that all the context-dependent approaches (except MinoaER) which take into consideration the neighbors during the IM process

do not incorporate any preference between them. However, some neighbors have more impact than others on the IM for the considered instance.

Thus, in large-scale KBs matching considering only those neighbors could lead to a decrease in the number of comparisons executed in the matching

step and an increase in the accuracy of the results. To this purpose, statistical metrics like the harmonic mean of the support and discriminability of a

predicate could be adopted. In fact, for each instance, only the neighbors connected via one of the top-N harmonic mean predicates will be selected

as the most important ones for the matching process.

Although the OAEI is considered as an international competition permitting to evaluate the performance of IM approaches, we notice that

the number of participating approaches decreased in recent years. Besides, the unavailability of implementations of most IM approaches prevents

recent literature works to perform a comparison with these approaches as well as to evaluate them on recent benchmarks. A framework integrating

several IM approaches from the literature is needed.
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IM approaches

Context-dependant
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Lesnikova-2014

Lesnikova-2015
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I-Match

Dynamic
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BIGMat
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Reasoning-based

L2R
N2R
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GNAT

ROWE
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AML

Lily

RIMOM-IM
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RinsMatch

PARIS

RDF-AI

SERIMI

Nikolov-2010
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Key-based

OWA-based
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SAKey

RANKey
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CWA-based
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GenLink
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EAGLE

RAVEN
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SLINT+

NjuLink

cLink

LogMap

F I G U R E 9 Taxonomy of IM approaches according to context as evidence source
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Finally, to support the big data characteristics (ie, variety, volume, velocity, and veracity), we believe that a perfect IM approach must include the

combinations of (i) schema-free to go beyond the value and property levels, (ii) semantic-based similarity to overcome the properties that cannot

match across heterogeneous KBs but incorporate connotative information, (iii) context-dependent to include more evidence to disambiguate the

instances, (iv) leverage parallel and distributed computation (ie, data and task) to handle the large scale KBs, and (v) incorporate a post-processing

strategy to refine the inferred identity links and enhance the quality of the IM results. Considering these aspects in future approaches makes an

asset for advancing research on IM in RDF knowledge graphs.

9 CONCLUSION

IM is a critical problem in multiple domains of applications, including mainly the semantic web but also schema/ontology integration, data ware-

houses, and so on. Multiple IM approaches have been proposed in the literature. In this article, we have reviewed a wide range of the existing IM

approaches applied for the RDF KBs. We categorized them in two categories based on their use of the context of the instances in the matching

Figure 9. We also discussed and identified the advantages and limits of each of these categories. Context-free approaches are suitable in the cases

where the structures of the compared KBs are (approximately) similar, and the local information (ie, data-type properties) describing the instances

are rich. Thus, a set of properties is selected as an IR. Machine learning methods can be effective means to build and improve iteratively such IRs by

assembling positive and negative references. Unfortunately, this is not the case in multiple real-world KBs. Moreover, the huge amount of data in

these KBs hinders the efficiency and the running time of machine learning based approaches.

In conclusion, this study has pointed out multiple advantages and drawbacks in the existing state-of-the-art IM approaches. Such a compre-

hensive comparative study constitutes an asset and a guide for future research in IM. Indeed, one of the important future directions to enhance

the efficiency of IM approaches is to leverage more evidential information about the matching of instances from their neighbors in their respective

KBs. Incorporating the topological relations between instances and propagating the matching decisions through the neighbors could also allow IM

approaches to increase their accuracy and efficiency for performing other matches. Besides, by aggregating multiple different sources of evidences

from the instance descriptions, topological properties, and relations in the RDF graph, IM approaches could become able to cover several KBs rep-

resentation cases and relax the effect of noisy and missing data. This information could be accounted in the computation of similarities between

instances to get more accurate IM results.
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